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ABSTRACT

An

attempt is made to learn the original character of

the Tibe·tan Buddhist teaching known as gcod ("cutting-off")
or

~-kyi

gcod ("cutting off spiritual death, Skt.

~")

and to establish the nature of the relationship between the
gcod doctrine and the famous person of Ma-cig Lab-kyi sgron
rna (elventh-twelfth cent.).

These questions are not, as

shown by a study of extent scholarship and translations, to
be answered yet.

Further investigation into the figure of

spiritual death itself may show the evolution of a concept
present in pre-Buddhist times through its unique presentation in the work of Ma-cig; the Tibetan translation for Ma-

E! (bdud) justifies an examination of this concept in preBuddhist Tibet.
Turning then to Tibetan materials, an account of the
evolution of the gcod is translated in light of additional
researches in this genre.

An introduction to the few facts

of Ma-cig's life is supplemented by the translation of a
reverential work addressing significant events in her life.
Thanks to the eclectic spirit of Tibetan editors and publishers, it now becomes possible to translate the original
poetic teachings of Ma-cig which are.the quintessence of
the gcod, and to demonstrate the connection between her
iii

teachings and an obscure work of the Indian master
Aryadeva, establishing the true role of these figures
in the formulation and transmission of the gcod.

An introduction will have raised the issues peculiar to this topic against the background of Western
thought, and a conclusion will attempt to sum up the
results of this investigation.
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"Motherless children have a hard time."
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INTRODUCTION

In the realm of Tibetan Buddhist studies, there is no
woman so famous and yet so enigmatic as
sgron-ma.

~a-cig

Lab-kyi

This holy mother propagated a teaching that has

survived over nine hundred years and become renowned in the
West, yet the original teaching and her life and their·role
in Tibetan Buddhism have never been recognized.

If Mary Baker Eddy can be said to have founded a
church, taking Jesus as a healer and melding a new spiritualism with Christianity, Ma-cig (Lab-kyi sgron;ma, for
short) can be said to have founded a church, melding old
spiritism with later-day Buddhism, taking Buddha. as an
exorcist.
Like the Christ, Buddha has both the aspects of.healer
and expeller of demons, and Ma-cig called upon the latter
powers in her system, known as bdud-kyi gcod-yul or realm
for the cutting off of spiritual death(s). Gcod, for short,
from the Tibetan verb gcod-pa, stands itself amongst the
meanings "to cut or excise", and derivatively,

11

to heal or

cure", and effectively "to exorcise or adjure" the spiritual deaths (bdud, Skt. Mara) in the system of gcod.
However, there are fundamental differences between the
Buddhist viewpoint on what constitutes and how to deal with
1

2

evil in the spiritual dimension, and the Western

counter~

part, both in terms of the notion of radical evil at large
in the world and in the notion of a personalized force of
adversity.

Finally, the proper domain for Buddhist

exor-

cism is the mind and not the soul, hence immediate experience has priority over future salvation, when personal liberation is at stake •.
The emphatic difference between these ··points of view,
insofar as it affects measurable and experiential qualities
of life, is illustratively indicated in comparative attitudes towards death amongst Westerners who.have not and who
have been exposed to Tibetan Buddhist practices.

A study·

showed that graduate students in religion feared death because of doubts about soul and heaven and the experience of
discorporation, while graduate students in psychology were
slightly less afraid, because they were aware of the intimate connection between body and mind, and their fears were
directed to the loss of personality and its disintegration.
Members of a psychedelic commune were prepared to "go with
the flow" when the time came, but felt more secure and accepting of the present and the future than the students. A
population of North American Zen Buddhists fared better in
the study, being still more in the "here and now .. than the
drug users through their meditation, and less fantastic in
their speculations about death.

Tibetan Buddhism's adher-

ents fared slightly better than the Zen group, bringing a

3

keen attention to life and critical apprehension of the nature of death and the workings of karma into their everyday
.

experJ.ence.

1

Karma is a special concept in Buddhism, which goes a
long way in answering questions about evil that may not be
satis·fied in Western doctrines.

It explains suffering and

status in life as the result of previous tendencies recurring from previous existence(s).

As there is no soul or

essence in Buddhism, humanity is but one station among the
realms of existence from the sub-human to the super-human,
which have their corresponding durations and outcome
cording to previous and acquired ·karma.

ac~

If in the West the

unique value of God's grace merits.the attribution of soul
with its promised reward in heaven or hell,

Buddhism also

insists upon the unique circumstances inhering in being
born a fully-formed human being as the pre-condition for
liberation in the Buddhist sense of salvation from the
round of existence altogether, if this is desirable. based
upon insightful activity, or the more immediate reward of
Buddhahood in a single lifetime.

But while rebirth may

take place into the human realm from others such as animal
existence or angelic planes, so that liberation remains a
potential in Buddhism, in Christianity animal suffering,
denizens of hell and fallen angels are all inexplicable
workings of the Creator. insoluble fallibilities in an imperfect Universe. 2

4

In modern times, psychological analysis has superceded
exorcism in popularity, and concepts of schizophrenic disease or multiple personalities have largely replaced theories about demonic possession and

bedevilment~

although ex-

orcisms are still a last resort of the Church. 3
The distinction between scientific cure and religious
healing seems to have come about as the result of the

ac~

tivity of Anton Mesmer, in the late eighteenth century,when
an,,exqz-cistvs}~ath~r- .Gas.sner,

was enjoying success.

Patrons

and patients flocked to Mesmer on account of the success of
his treatment, while the exorcist was proscribed by the
Church for his mis-use of the instrument of ritual.

A sci-

entific conference of the best minds of the time discredited his theory of the existence of "animal magnetism .. , and
his therapies would appear ludicrous today, but his conception of the existence of a

subtle~which

when imbal-

anced led to disease, a subtle energy which was modifiable
(unlike the soul) and hence treatable, prefigures modern
analytical and therapeutic theories of the existence of an
unconscious mind and the recognition of psychical control
of physiology. 4
In many w·ays, the language of psychology is more appropriate than the language of exorcism in describing Macig's system of theory and practice 1 previously named the
gcod, for the demons of Buddhism have their root in the
mind, and when recognized as such are amenable to "cutting

5

through" on the mental plane, rather than the "casting out"
of an alien entity such as occurs in exorcism.

Entitative-

ness as such is denied in Buddhism, as much on the part of
the subject as in the object world, so that the overcoming
of spiritual death is a unifying experience, because:_once
:the.~.notion_of

mind)

ha~

abiding entities (whether as demon or personal

been voided, it follows that phenomena (in dis-

course or reality) are viewed with the same ontological
openness, without the status of an independent existence,
pre-suppositionless, as it were.

Rather than an affirma-

tion of the dichotomy of subject and object occurring, the
realm of the transpersonal psychological experience is entered, the sphere of Mind.s
Buddhist psychology distinguishes between the notions
of mind and attendant mental events

(~

and Mind or mind-as-such (sems-nyid) •

and

s~s-byung)

While the former may

be accompanied by unawareness (ma-rig-pa) , pure awareness or
cognition

(rig-pa) is equated with the latter.

Reasoning

and the emotions are mental processes, aspects of mind, and
thus likely to suffer a loss of integrity in certain circumstances.

These processes may have the aspect of ego-

centric demanding (yid-byed-pa) or they may be exercised in
discernment or appreciation-discrimination (shes-rab) so
that it may be said that there are positive as well as negative tendencies in the mind, potential for well-being as
well as towards frustration and distress.

The impulse of

6

unadulterated awareness or cognition (rig-pa), on the other
hand, is the potential for Buddhahood, apart from intellecual speculation and emotional expectation, ·which are the
two obscurations or veils of fame in Buddhism. 6
Buddhism is not reducible to a set of psychological
motifs, however.

The very word for the teachings of

Bud~

dhism, chos (Skt. dharma), has ten classical meanings, and
these may be supplemented by definitions from the oral tradition. 7

Chos may ref·er to any singled-out aspect of real-

ity or discourse, but the term is contrasted, like the oppositioning of
ty-as-such.

~

and sems-nyid, wi.th cho.s-nyid or reali-

This expression points to the propositionless

vision of reality as a continuum which is open to experience; it refers to the "big picture" of the world that can
only be comprehended in a non-referential manner.

The re-

ality-continuum is characterized as open and illuminating,
being the universal vision or the disclosure of that vision, or its self-disclosure, comparable to the sky or celestial space in its magnitude and expanse.

The experience

of this ultimate reality, in human experience, is accompanied by unsullied bliss.
The fusion of reality with awareness, the melding of
cognition with the continuum, exhibits an indivisibility or
invariance.

Intelligence plays a key role, for its proper

functioning occasions perceptual and experiential release.
Through meditation, the Buddhist practitioner experiences
the phenomenally diverse world as a continuum, in which the

7

various domains of experience are re-integrated as a set of
holistic experiences.
Set apart from discursive or selective awareness

(~

-shes) , beyond even discernment (shes-rab) , is pristine or
primordial awareness (ye-shes) , intelligence (shes) which
has been functioning from the very beginning

(~)

as part

and parcel of all that is (chos-nyid); before the presence
of an Ego or a localised cognitive situation of mind

(~)

there was the experience of sentience or intrinsic Mind
(sems-nyid) , which experience is beyond dualistic modes of
thought or subjective ontological pretensions. Pristine
awareness does not stray from the totality of experience as
it is moderated on the planes of existence, or being-assuch (chos-sku). Where delusional thinking (nyon-mongs) has
been purged (sangs), pristine awareness has been expanded
(rgyas)

i

that is the experience of one who· is a

Bugdh~. ·

(sangs-rgyas) •

1.1

Organization of the present work
For the sake of clarification, this section divulges

the ordering.of the text, with regard to development of the
topic and the balanced appraisal of Western and Tibetan
scholarship in the subject-matter.

To begin with, this is

an inquiry into the available Western sources that mention
Ma-cig Lab-kyi sgron-ma or the gcod, taken in roughly

8

chronological order.

These essays and articles are pre-

sented for two reasons: to give the flavour of the gcod as
it has surfaced in the West, and to give a critical overview of the topic.
It is necessary to go into the nature and development

-

of the role of Mara in Buddhist traditions in order to show
that the concept of spiritual death in the system of Ma-cig
is unique, and is
an notions.

again~·di:fferent

·from corresponding Tibet-

The sections on Mara and the bdud rely chiefly

on available Western researches into this aspect of Buddhist and Tibetan traditions.
The topic is then addressed from the vantage point of
untranslated Tibetan accounts of the gcod, showing discrepancies among sources and peculiarities. of the genre of literature called chos- 'byung, ."origins of the Buddhist teachings."

This distillation of the native sources illustrates

the depth and diversity of the domain of gcod and points of
note concerning Ma-cig.
The life of Ma-cig is then taken up according to an
original hagiography of her "spiritual evolution", rnam~~

in fifteen remarkable acts.

This poetic eulogy glor-

ifies the life and teachings of the sacred Ma-cig, preserving a vivid portrait of the woman and relating her role in
the spiritual heritage of Tibet.
At the last, a text by Ma-cig is presented in translation.

It is the fundament of the Tibetan tradition of gcod

9

after Ma-cig.

There is evidence to affirm that Ma-cig had

adapted her teachings after an obscure work by a renowned
Indian philosopher. However, as the text makes clear, she
gave a spirit of her own to the teachings of the

Buddha~

and did so in a liberated and beautiful manner, which can
only be hinted at in the::·;tl:anslation.
The conclusion considers the significance of these
preceding sections to ask if a re-evaluation of the topic

is necessary; what questions remain unanswered, and what
has been learned about Ma-cig and the gcod?
Bibliographies are given for both Western and Tibetan
sources.

10

Notes
l,-charles A. Garfield, "Consciousness Alteration and
Fear of Death," Journal of Transpersonal Psycho'logy, 7
(l975), 147-177.
2 Arthur L. Herman, The Problem.of Evil and ·rndian
Thought, Diss. Wisconsin 1971 (Delhi: Banarsidass, 1976).

3 Malachi Martin, Hostage to the nevil: the ·possession

and exorcism of five living Americans (New York:.Reader 1 s
Digest Press, 1976}., Appendix I: the Roman ritual of exorcism, pp. 547-64.
4 Henri F. Ellenberger, The Discovery of the Uncoil-·scious: the history and evolution of dynamic psychiatry
(New York: Basic Books, 1970), pp. 53-102.
5 S.tanislav Grof, M.D. , Realms of the Human· Unconscious:
observations from LSD research (New York: Viking Press,
1975) ' p. 155.
6

Herbert v. Guenther, Leslie s. Kawamura, trans., Mind
in Buddhist Psychology (Emeryville,, CA: Dharma Press, 1975),
pp. xxiv-xxix.
7 Loden Sherap Dagyab, Tibetan Religious Art (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 1977), I, pp. 4-5: 11 knowable things, path,
gone beyond suffering, any object of mind, merit, life,
words of Buddha, that which is to come to pass, a prescribed
course of conduct, the intrinsic behaviour-pattern of any
object or group of objects."
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~-C~G

AND GCOO; THE MOTHER AND CUTTING THROUGH

Th_e nart}e of the principal subject of this thesis is in
full

Ma~ci9' Lab~kyi

sgron-ma, renowned as the

11

Lamp of Lab,

Uni,que Mother." - V~riations: -gclg; Labs-; -khye('r) ·r
me(r).

sgraJ.~;

Khye(r) is given as the family name; it takes the

place of the genitive particle kyi.
a goddes·s, Skt.

Tara,

S'gr,oT-ma is the name of

with whom Ma-cig is identified; the

verb ·s'g·rol-ba means "to rescue, deliver or save, to lead,
transport, carry, to cross, to remove;" Tara is the Saviouress.

Me(r) is the flame, fire of the lantern or torch

(sgron-ma) •
Tibetan literature cites authoritative works in support
of the prophetic advent of Ma-cig:
When my Buddhist teachings become degenerate,
To the north in the town of Lab,
Shall come one with the name of Sgron-me,
To be the authentic mother of the Victorious One,
Given to roaming about the outskirts of villages
and charnel grounds,
Betwixt town and mountain valley,
To show the meaning of the facticity of 'without
birth',
Her .. Buddhism will . become widespread.
fl'o1qnjusri'~mu1a'!"'tantraJ

In the degenerate age wi.th its increasing contention,
To th_e north in the Land .of .. snows,
Will come the authentic Paramita,
Namely, Lab-sgron.
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[Dvangs-snyigs· 'by:ed-pa' i le'u. lnga-.bc:u· rtsa-gsum]
Concerning the Q.akini Ye-shes mtsho-rgyal,
To be the authentic mother of the Vict·orious One,
To bemother to all subsequent generations with
karmic affinity,
HaYJ...n<;r taken the name Lab- sgron ., . _
To shaw- the meaning of the l?·ara.mita with
A l?t'ac;::ti,ce unequivocally separated from a root,
Her Dha,rma will spread.
[Ayon-rJJr=po-che 1 J.. kha-ri'i lung-bstan]
In this· w-ay, Ma-cig is connected with the sense of "going to th.e othel:' sho"re"· · (Paramita), the transcendent
tion.

func~

·

She is also identified with the mother of Buddha or
And she is equated with a famous

the conqueror of Mara.

queen who became the consort of a Buddhist teacher some
three centuries before Ma-cig, namely Ye-shes mtsho-rgyal.
Ma-cig undergoes many name changes in longer biographies.
For example, in the Bka'-gter, the following names occur:
Sgron-ma tshe-ring (by her parents), 'Bum-mer (by her teach,.;.
er), Sgron-me, Lab-sgron, Jo-mo zhva-chung, A-rna jo-mo, Labkyi sgron-ma (by the water spirits), the "patron goddess"

Sgron-ma at Lesser E.
Many marvelous circumstances surrounded her birth, and
she had a remarkable childhood.

At first, her mother feared

that a demon (bdud) was in her womb, because her bones and
stomach emitted mantras

and a glow gradually spread from

her to encompass the whole village.

However, the father was

able to ascertai_n that just these mantras actually repelled
the bdud, and so on.

When she was born, the child had a

third eye, the so-called "eye ·of wisdom", and a

seed-syl~

14

lable was seen to spin on the tip of her. tongue.

Again, de-

splte the mother's fears, the father was abl.e to dis.cern the
blessed nature of the marvels.

And no sooner did the child

see letters on paper than she could read them; this account
is drawn from Chos-'byung, fols. 45lff.
Ma--cig J;an away from home to avoid an arranged marriage.
Later, sh.e stepped outside the Buddhist fold to cons·ort with
a wandertn9 yo9in.

She bore s.everal children.

Biographies

of Ma-cig give extensive coverage of her meeting with the
famous Indian teacher Dam-pa sangs-rgyas when he came to
Tibet on one occasion (ca. 1097).

Some Tibetan histories of

religion do not have her meet Dam-pa, but rather a disciple
of the .. Father.. · (P"ha as he is called) or even a disciple
twice removed.

-

From that meeting, Ma-cig received the

teaching of Aryadeva transmitted through Dam-pa sangs-rgyas
which would serve to inspire her Gre:a·t· Test·am.ent· of Cutting
Through.

Later in life, she settled down at Zangs-ri khang

dmar and acquired many disciples, and in particular she was
the teacher of her own children.
It is fitting tribute to the Mother that her teachings
were translated into Sanskrit and transmitted to India, the
origin country of Buddhism.

They may be unique in that re-

spect, although no evidence has yet been introduced to prove
th.e claim •. At->any rate, her teachings permeated the four
g;reat • aects' of Tibetan Buddhism: ·rnying-ma·-pa, dge • -lugspa, karma·-pa-,-hka' --brgyud-:pa, sa-sky-a •

Today, northern Amer-

ican Buddhists· f-ollow Tibetan masters in the practice of gcod.

15
There is no co.ncensus on the date.s and span of li.fe of
Ma-ci..g, but generally her. bi.rth-date. is gi..ven as 1055AD. See
Below, Table 1:

TABLE 1
DATES ANP SPAN

or

THE LIFE OF MA-CIG

Autha·rtt:t:. · · ·

B'iJ;th. n·eath .

Dagyabl

1102

1201

(99)

Steln 2

1099

(1198)

(99)

Olschak3

1062

(1160)

98

Stein 4

1055

1153*

( 9 8)

Roerich 5

(1055)

(1150)

95

Ferrari6

1055

1149

( 9 4)

Tucci 7

1055

1145

( 9 0)

Vostrikov 8

1055

1143*

( 8 8)

S'Eari · · (com;eut·atio·ns· in Eare·n.·)

*says other dates given

*says other dates given

1 Tibetan Religious Art (1977). l, p. 6.
2 La Biographie de ''Brug-pa kun:-le·gs (19 7 2) . P. 5.
3 Mystic Art of Ancient Tibet (1973). P. 120.
4 La Biographie. P. 5.
S Blue Annals (1953). 2, p. 981.
6· Mk'"yen Brtse's Guide to the Holy Places of Central
Tibet (1958). P. 121, n. 198.
7 Les Religions du Tibet (1973). P. 67.
8 Tibetan Historical Literature (1962).

P. 134, n. 391.
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2.1

THE MEANING OF GCOD

The Tibetan verb gcod-pa, pronounced "ch5" or "chad",
means "to cut (off or through)".

It appears in thousands of

common Tibetan expressions, ranging from birth through weaning, from divorce to death: "to cut the navel cord", "to cut
the flow of milk", "to cut the (marriage) thread", "to cut
off the vital energy (murder)".l

The first remarkable manu-

script remains which give sense to the word use it in the
phrase

11

to mark off the boundaries" and in the phrase "to

cut off the bdud", and in both instances it is associated
with royalty: in the first a king is delimiting his domain,
and in the second, burial rites for a dead king accompany
his funeral. 2

Both early senses have transfered to Tibet-

an Buddhist usage, in the sense of preparing a place for a
ritual and in the sense of the practice of ritually severing spiritual death (bdud) afte~ Ma-cig. 3

Formally, there

is plausible resemblance between geed and "exorcise":
lGk. exorkizein, fr. ex- + horkizein to bind. by·
oath, adjure, fr. horkOS oath; ak~n to Gk. herkos
fence, L. sarcire to mend.]
la. To expel (an
evil spirit) by adjuration. b. to get rid of
(something troublesome, menac!ng, or oppressive).
2. To free of an evil spirit.
The Roman ritual of exorcism can be used upon a spirit or a

17
place.

Gcod-yul, in the system of Ma-cig, _encompasses both

spirits and places (yul) as the objective realm and domain
for cutting through (gcod):
Just as a burial ground is recognized where there
are cut-up objects on the earth, the objects _are
subjective discriminations in the case of the bdud
kyi gcod, [cut-up spiritual death rent by] t h e - ·transcendental function of discernment (shes-rab)?
The word gcod is spoken, so to say cutting off by
means of discernment ('shes-rab) which rends invalid the onset of pride, where the objects · (yul)
and the o~er of the objective situation <rul-can)
are what ~s cut off (gcod-bya) and hhat wh~ch does
the cutting (gcod-byed).6
The transcendent function {pha-rol-tu phyin-pa~
lit., "arrival on the other shore") of discernment
is the realm {yul) for cutting off the bdud of
subjective discrimination {'snyems-rtog) , as if tile
necessity to ·;cling to concreteness were applied to
the earth as the cutting-domain of a tree; or the
agency of cutting is precisely that clinging to an
'I' that is subjective discrimination of mind,
(that is to say] the four spiritual deaths who are
the ensnaring agencies of sawsara (c7clic existence; the realm of birth and death).
In these characterizations of the gcod there lacks only the
fmage of the knife or axe, that potent symbol of evil in
Biblical lore.

There are capsule elucidations of the sense

of gcod conveying the systematization of thought in doctrinal force, for
If
As
As
As
As

ex~ple,

it is asked why gcod is to say 'cut';
obsession with the body is cut, gcod,
the root of mind is cut, gco~,
partiality as to starting po~nt is cut, gcod,
acceptance or rejection on the path is cut,
gcod,
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As hopes and fears about the goal are cut, _gcod,
Therefore, whereas every discursive thought on its
own level is cut, this is gcod. 8
Manuscripts, many taken dawn:_ .:in~ writing from recitals
of a text, may substitute the assonant verbs spyod or dpyod,
"practice" and

11

investigate" for geed, which is· also a·homo-

phone for chos, Buddhism or a topic in the Buddhist sense.
Etymologically. chos- (Skt. dharma). -is· related to
'chos-pa, chad-~' chad-·pa, and g·cod-pa, all having the basic meaning of "cutting, dividing, arranging in a certain way or system~'-. 9

Thus, the gcod may be seen as intending the cutting off
of the ·bdud and as the system of gcod devised by Ma-cig.
A typical work aligned with the gcod will expand upon
the sense of the word and (as in this example) sum up the
results of the practice:
The external danger of the deceptions of good and
bad spirits (lha-'dre) is cut off,
The internal danger of bodily infirmity is cut
away,
The hidden danger of mind's straying is cut off.
For a vision cut through partiality,
In creative imagination cut through obstacles,
For a practice cut through acceptance or rejection.
Fear of wandering in sa:qlsara is to be, seve.-ed,
Hope of desire for liberation is to be cut off,
Straying into either is to be eliminated.
Physical beauty is a hindrance to cut through,
Uind's clinging to the notion of self is cut out,
Goal-oriented hopes or fears are to be cut off.
'Without birth' coming to the fore is the corpus
of the Dharma (chos-sku) ,
The unobstructed dawning of creativity is the
communicativeness of Being .(longs-sku) ,
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The limitle~s enactment o:e meani~gfulness is the
authenticity q:e Bei_ng ($p:;ru'l-s,ku)

.1?
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MA-CIG AND GCOD IN WESTERN LITERATURE

Geed was known in the West as early as 1863, the fruit
of an early explorer's labors:

The clergy are monastic; the greater part of the
priests reside in monasteries, others are allowed
to live as clergymen in villages for the conven~
ience of the population . . . . Hermits also are not
rare: they inhabit the highest parts of the valleys, and live from the charity of passersby • . •
each chooses a particular rite, and believes he
derives from the frequent practice of the same supernatural assistance. A rite very often selected, though I am unable to state for what reason,
is that of the Chad (i.e., gcod], "to cut, or destroy", the meaning of which is anxiously kept a
profound secret by the Lamas. The recluses are
believed to be exposed to the repeated attacks on
the part of evil spirits, the enemies of earnest
and assiduous meditation: but the beating of a
drum is regarded as a most efficacious means of
keeping them at a distance."l
Ma-cig was first mentioned by a visitor to the site of
her residence in 1882:
At 9 a.m. [Nov. 4] we reached the great sanctuary
of Sangri Khamar. [Zangs-ri khang-dmar], situated
on a beautiful eminence on the Tsang-po [Gtsangpo river, Brahmaputra]. Hundreds of acres of
land were smiling with an abundant barley crop
just ripe for the sickle. In fertility these
fie·Ids on the margin of the Tsang-po surpass all
those I have hitherto seen in the provinces of
U and Tsang [Dbus and Gtsang, central Tibet].
The view of the great river, the numerous huge
boulders which have halted as it were in their
way towards the Tsang-po, the velocity of the
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river, the sand banks far on the other side, all
made me think that I was really in a land of romance. Enjoying these delightful scenes for a
while, I walked up along a narrow lane, on the
right side of which stood the monastery of Sangri
Khamar, the seat of the female saint and adept Machig Lab-ki Donma [Ma-cig Lab-kyi sgron-ma] , and
on the left side extended the • • • (village.)2
On his visit, Das saw her temple, . !' • . . • • a fine two-storied
building. surrounded with a wall.
from the south and east."

It overlooks the river

The caretaker showed him" . • •

the cell of asceticism of the saint, her tomb, and image in
sitting posture ...

He tells a story from her remarkable

life, and wr.ites that she was "

•• believed to have been

an incarnation of Arya Tara, who is identified with Prajrta
Paramita or Diva natura of the northern Buddhists," and records this hymn:
Wisdom transcendental [i.e., Prajnaparamita] that
speech
Or human thought can never reach;
That having essence of void sky
Never was born nor can ever die;
That with divers knowledge divine
Saintly hearts alone illumine,-Mother of Buddha of triple age [i.e., past, present, future] ,
3
Be unto thee praise and homage.
About the turn of this century, another explorer noted
the teacher-disciple relationship between Ma-cig and her
Indian guru Pha Dam-pa sangs-rgyas, and her birth is dated
to the middle of the eleventh century. 4
About the same time, a volume of Tibetan historiography (in Tibetan) appeared, which contained a section devoted to the schools of teaching of Dam-pa and Ma-cig, named
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sdug-bsngal~kyi

zhi~byed

(pacification of suffering and

frustration) and bdud-kyi gcod-yul
spiritual death), respectively.

(object cutting off

The text, from the mid-

eighteenth century, furnished the names of the essential or
original teachings of the gcod, and delved into the lineage
or history of transmission of the teaching, and gave as well
the rudiments of the teaching.

It was never translated.s

The sparse picture of geed was vastly enriched by the
publication of two works which focused on the ritual performance and liturgy of the geed; they became the most frequently cited works on the subject, but they continued

in

dissociating Ma-cig from the· gcod_, making no mention of her.
Instead, the gcod "i:s:':cann.ected with another school of Tibet~
an Buddhism, that of the

Nyingmapa_(rnying-ma-pa~_the

Buddhist tradition in Tibet).

oldes:t

Both the eyewitness account

and the translations in these books are based upon a single
source from the Nyingmapa tradition, demonstrably based itself upon the tradition of gcod after Ma-cig:
A visible mara, as an external cause of attraction
or repulsion, like wild beasts, robbers or
savages;
An invisible mara, as an internal enemy, like joy,
sorrow, or anger;
The merriment-causing mara, like ambition, and .
love of pleasure, pomp;-and ostentation;
The fear-causing mara, like doubt and hypocrisy.6
This particular enumeration of the four spiritual deaths
(mara-s, bdud) shows the hallmarks of Ma-cig's influence
on the Nyingmapa; these are the targets of •tcutting-off",
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the object of the eerie ritual vividly described by a woman
explorer:
Chad has a fascinating aspect which cannot be conveyed by a dry account read in surroundings totally different from those in which this rite is celebrated. Like many others, I have yielded to the
peculiar attraction of its aust·ere symbolism and
been impressed by the fantastic natural background
of the Tibetan wilds.
A cemetary or any wild site whose physical aspect awakens feelings of terror, is considered to
be an appropriate spot. • .•.. [D] uring the performance of chad [i.e., gcod], which I have compared
to a drama, enacted by a single actor, the latter
may happen to see himself surrounded by players of
the occult worlds who begin to play unexpected
roles. Whatever part auto-suggestion and visualization may have in the production of these phenomena, they are deemed excellent for the good result of the training • • • •
Like any other actor, the man who wants to perform chad must first learn his role by heart.
Then he must practice the ritual dance, his steps
forming geometrical figures, and also turning on
one foot, stamping and leaping while keeping time
with the liturgic recitation. Finally, he must
learn to handle, according to rule, the bell, the
dorjee [i.e., rdo-rje, vajra, "immutable scepter"]
and the magic dagger (phurba [i.e., phur-ba]), to
beat rhythmically a kind of small drum (<jlamaru)and
to blow a trumpet made ofa human femur (kangling
[i.e., rkang-gling].
The task is not easy: I lost my breath more than
once during my apprenticeship.
She saw:
The excited ascetic blew furiously his kangling,
uttered an awful cry and jumped on his feet so
hastily that his head knocked against the low roof
of the [ceremonial] tent, and the latter fell in
on him. He struggled a while under the cloth, and
emerged with the grim, distorted face of a madman,
howling convulsively with gestures betokening intense physical pain.
Now I could understand what chad means for those
wh~L work themselves up until they are absolutely
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hypnotized by the ritual. No doubt that the man
felt the teeth of some invisible ghouls in his
body.
On behalf of the adept, she approached his teacher:
"·Rinpoche [honorific for teacher, lit., "precious One"], I said, "I warn you seriously. I
have some medical knowledge, your disciple may
gravely injure his health and be driven to madness
by the terror he experiences. He really appeared
to feel himself eaten alive."
"No doubt he is," replied the Tama [i.e, bla-ma,
guru] • • • 11 bUt he does not understand that he ~s
himself the eater. May be that he will learn it
later on • • • You seem to imply that you have had
some training in the 'Short Path [i.e., myur-lam,
swift passage to the goal of liberation]~J Did
your spiritual teacher not inform you of the risks
and did you not agree that you were ready to run
these three: illness, madness and death?"7
Another writer has characterized the ·gcod as a "kind of
psychophysical brinkmanship."8
The .,offering one's own flesh to be devoured by demons"
has been compared to the "death and resurrection" of the apprentice shaman, with the the gcod being called a
re-evaluation of a shamanic initiation." 9

11

mystical

This rationaliza-

tion was challenged on the basis of manuscript finds in the
deserts to the north of Tibet where Buddhism had flourished
independently.

In the text, which apparently pre-dates Ma-

cig, there are passagefl dealing with the cutting up of the
psycho-physical constituents, just as in the gcod ritual
where they are part of the offering of food to the

"demons~·-

in the form of oneself. 10
In 1953, the translation of the Blue Annals was comple·ted.

This work, written in the late fifteenth century,
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more than three hundred years after Ma-cig, contains a chapter pertaining to the gcod, in which the author argues that
the gcodeyul or b.dud-kyi gcod-yul, also known as pha-rol-tu
phyin-pa bdud-kyi gcod-yul,: was called spyod-yul ("realm or
object of practice", homophone for g·cod-yul), because it had
been said that "even in the Prajnaparamita [i.e., shes-rab
kyi pha-rol-tu phyin-pa, "discernment on the other shore, as
a transcendent function", the literature of this doctrine]
mention was made of practices which imitated those of the
Tantras

[class of literature dealing with the experience of

continuity, rgyud]."ll
As to the significance of yul, the author cites a passage from the esteemed Abhidhannako-za v, 34:
The motive of confused emotivity originates
From there not being the renunciation of pride,
With the proximity of it's own object (yul), and
Ego-centric behaviour that is not becoming. (is
the outcome).l2
The author's citations lend substance to his words on
the gcod, but it seems as though a certain confusion about
the original nature of the teachings had set in.

The lives

of Ma-cig and several of her followers are briefly given in
the text: the translation, of the Blue Annals contributed· a
g.reater body of information on the gcod (and in a great many
other matters) than any previous work.
Fittingly, the next authoritative words on the subject
were conveyed by a Tibetan, the brother of the present Dalai Lama (leader of the Tibetans in exile) , yet;
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For the West, first-hand contact with the fleshand blood realities of Tibetan monastic life and
its scholarly traditions has in general had to
wait for the destruction of the cult-ure and the
dispersal of its few living survivors as a result
of political disturbances in recent years.l3
The gcod is discussed as exemplifying a possession
cult, with

rites in the haunts of demons, where the offi-

ciant ("shaman") ••attempts a great purification in which the
shaman takes into his own being all the evil around him, all
the accumulated bad deeds of others

• then by offering

his own life • • • he purges others as well as himself."

In

this symbolic sacrifice, nevertheles·s, "the slightest hesitation -or doubt • . • can bring death or insanity," as he
"sees his executioner approach to cut off his head
disembowel him and cast his entrails out and throw the
blood into the air.
the mind •

If this vision becomes a reality in

nl4

On the question of the reality of demons, or evil
forces, from a Buddhist perspective:
• • • we believe there are various levels of reality, of which the external world is one • • • It
is in one respect a mere response to our senses, a
creation of our minds. This is not to deny it,
but rather to show how personal a thing the world
around us is . . •
Why then should we grant any less a degree of
reality to demons, ghosts, forces of power, which
again many say are mere creations of our minds?
If a mind creates a demon, it exists for that mind.
The self-created image is another level of reality,
and the quarrel often comes to a discussion of
whether it is possible to pass from one level to
the other . • . • for the adept performing [gcod],
there is a very terrible reality to the demoniacal form that advances • . • to sever his head. 1 5
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Only a decade ago, the last s.cholarly sources were published.

An

article on the gcod tradition of Pha Dam-pa

sangs-rgyas (the teacher of Ma-cig) detailed the lineages of
the gcod represented in two paintings from Tibet.

It is

from the access to Tibetan materials made possible by the
exodus of many such texts and paintings after 1959 that this
article benefits.

The role of Ma-cig is not resolved, since

the article deals with the 'male' gcod after the Father (Pha)
Dam-pa sangs-rgyas, rather than with the mo (.female) gcod
after Ma-cig.

The extent of Aryadeva's role in the gcod is

unrecognized; certainly, Ma-cig knew a.work by him (unmentioned) and fashioned her most famous teaching (unmentioned)
from it' but whether or noto she -received '.the
rec:tly from:

~am~pa

or through

.t.eacn.ing~:d±~ s

bis-discipl~s·would

be diffi-

cult to prove; this is not explored in the article. 16
In that same year (1970-) an analysis of the gcod based
primarily upon the ritual text published in translation some
thirty-five years before appeared, utilizing the full Tibetan text.

While this text, as indicated above, is of Nying-

mapa provenance, the author's main points are worth paraphrasing.
The gcod appears to be in contradistinction to other
schools of Tibetan Buddhism, insofar as the rest say confusing emotions must be quelled before its result (suffering)
is laid to rest, while the ·gcod says that the end of suffering is accompanied by the end of confusing emotions.l7
The crux of the undertaking is of psychological moment:
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a preparatory moment sustaining the illusory hypotheses of
there being gods and demons, and a second moment of certainty that gods and demons are nothing other than "thoughtwaves."

The two paths open to man are submission to joy and

pain as a person or_ (in subsequent rebirths) a diety which
is the path of unending struggle and insecurity (saijlsara),
or the way of liberation, which begins with cutting the root
or motive of the cycle of· ·rebirth ("sa.I}lsara) by generally refraining from doing harm and in particular the doing of
good, while transcending both certainly shows there is
neither subject or object.

By the strategem of the illus-

ory object, the issue of dichotomy is raised, which when resolved severs all dualistic projections; finally, nothing is
gained, because there was not a "thing" to obtain. 18
Masters of the· gcod graduated from monasteries in West
Tibet disposed of victims of contagious disease and repelled
epidemics for the villages; they are recognizable by their
rectangular hats.l9
References to the gcod and Ma-cig in recent.years have
been of minor interest; however, the gcod figured in a popular science fiction book and in a non-fiction bestseller,
so that it has become in a sense indelible in Western consciousness, or at least has surfaced to a level that calls
for recognition of its meaning and influential stattis~O
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THE ROLE OF MARA IN THE HISTORY OF BUDDHISM

In this section, the figure of Mara (bdud, spiritual
death) is introduced.
root

m.--, "to die."

Mara is nominalized from the verbal
The name itself is attached to a demon

in pre-Buddhist Indian literature, but the Buddhist figure
of M'ara is not comparable to any single figure in Hindu
mythology.

Prototypes for the encount·er between Buddha and

Mira have been found in Indian literature, in the story of
Naciketas and in the myths of 'Siva: in the Kat:ha-Upani§ad
Naciketas cannot be dissuaded from learning the nature of
death from Death himself, and in the earlier

~-Veda

the god

'Siva must slay the lord of concupiscence before he undergoes
a transformation and becomes the master of rneditation. 1

In

the most general terms, Mara may be understood as personifying Death and Lust.
Popular Indian demonology has several classes of malevolent beings with overlapping characteristics, suggesting
that Mara is a composite portrait of these flesh-eating demons, associated with wild haunts.and with physical and mental illness.2
Mara keeps company with the ·asuras , aerial beings inimical to man and spiteful to their opposite host, the devas.
However, certain of the deva are said to be in Mara's host,
32
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all of them mischievous.

These spirits are inherited from

ancient Indian mythology; they war with each other, but unlike the hosts of Iranian or Christian religions, their
goals are not not irreconcilable •.

In ancient India they

sought the benefit of sacrifice by· humans-; Buddhism absorbed
their realms to include it in the stations of existence or
re-birth, as god or non-god (together with hell-beings,
hungry ghosts, animals, and humans) • 3
Before meeting Mara, Buddha was born at Kapilavastu, in
southern Nepal, to a ruling family.

Outside the walls of

his family•s house, where he was protected and pleasured, he
encountered old age, sickness and death; he saw also a mendicant, and disturbed what by what he had seen, spent years
of renunciation at the feet of spiritual teachers, but was
not satisfied,with the results of his ascetic practices nor
the counsel of his instructors.

Finally, he struck out on

his own and adopted a way between self-mortification and
self-indulgence, to address the mystery of being and divine
the nature of the origin of suffering, in resolute meditation.

Mara intruded upon his quest, and the episode is fam-

ous in the arts and literature of Buddhist Asia.

Against,-:-~.

---

one who would be a Budd:1a ("Awakened One") , Mara, the army··
of Mara., daughters of Mara, all are unable to shake, harm,
or seduce him ·from his intention.

-

Since, the phrases "to

vanquish Mara" and "to become a Buddha" have become interchangeable. 4
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The earliest records of Mara appear in the literature
of the earliest current of Buddhism, southern or Hinayana
(lesser vehicle), preserved in the codes of discipline (Vinaya) , scriptures (Sutta) , and technical glossaries (Abhidhamma) •

In the life and discourse of the Buddha and his

followers in the s·uttas, there are hundreds of mentions of
Mara. 5 6ther seminal works of the Hinavana mention Mara.
For example, the elder Phussadeva realized nirva9a by
means of insight into an apparition (of the Buddha!) created
by Mara.

Buddha, learning of the suicide of a follower who

was the victim of a prolonged and agonizing terminal illness,
spoke on behalf of the man, "Yes, so do the steadfast act,
they do not yearn for life.·

Tearing out craving with its

root, (he) has attained complete nirvaga 1 " and he saw Mara
hunting for the consciousness of ·__ the. deceased, in the form
of a cloud, smoke or pall, but it was not there to be found. 6
In the Pali literature of Hlnayana Buddhism, there are
one to five

Maras~

as shown in Table 2 on the following page.

Table 2 is followed immP-diately by Table 3, which will present a list of the four Mara in the later great Buddhist
tradition of the Mahayana; these are discussed on the pages
following the Tables.
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TABLE -~
THE FIVE

MARA

IN THE HINAYANA 1

Khandamara

The psychophysical supers·tructure ~·

Kilesamara

The. emotional-intellectual substructure mara.

Abhisankharamara
Devaputramara
Maccumara

The motivational-behavioural mara.

"The son. of a god mara."

The mara of mortality.

1G.P. Malalasekara, ed., Dictionary of· Pali Proper
Names,

(London: Lusac & Co., for the Pali Text Society,

1960) ' 2.

Table 3 ·
THE FOUR MARA IN THE MAHAYANA2
Skandhamara One dies among the five psychophysical constituents that having been born are present.
Kle~amara

One generates obscurations and having been subsequently born one dies (again) .

Devaputramara

The interuptive element

preventing realiza-

tion of intrinsic identity of death.
M;tyumara

Fixes the time of the various sentient beings
for death .

. .

t~e

decease and passing away

is cessation of life .

. . death is precisely

the intrinsic nature of fixing the time.
2 Asanga, Sravakabhlimi, A. Wayman, trans., "Studies in
Yama and Mara" , "Indo- rr·anian Journal, 3, 2 ( 19 59) , p. 115.
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As shown in Table 3, the five Mara of the Hinayana are
the four Mara of the Mahayana, less Abhisankharamara.

Maha-

yana r.epresents later or northern Buddhism, "the Greater Vehicle."

The Mahayana literature includes a large number of

additional sutras (Pali sutta~ which belong to the Prajnaparamita literature, ·as well as other works not found in the
Pali~

The Prajnaparamita-sutras

established the viewpoint

of 'Sunyata (stong nyid) or "no-thing-ness" with regard to
propositions about the ultimate nature of the phenomenal
world; prajna (shes-rab) was the transcendent function
(paramita, pha-rol-tu phyin-·pa) to achieve discernment of
the non-entitativeness of self and other (persons or objects).

The model individual in the Mah~yana is the bodhi-

sattva, one oriented-:::.toward enlightenment, who is aware
of the disparities of sarpsara and nirvaga, yet capable of
subsuming the transcendent goal of nirvag.a for the immanent
path of acting impartially on behalf of others, until liberation is realized by all.
as furthe:t

ci~cumsta,nce

The bodhisattva accepts rebirth

for advancing others' welfare as

well as for advancing on the course of a bodhisattva.
Prajnaparamita literature originated BClOO - lOOAD with
the 9pening verses of the Ratnagugasaipcaya-gatha.

A long

prose amplification, the Asfasahasrika, was translated into
Chinese in 179AD.

Ratnagu:r;asamcaya-gatha_~ 27,

3:

There are four reasons why the wise and powerful
bodhisattva
Is not assailed by the four Mara [and remains] unshakeable:
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(1~ He dwells in sunyata,

(2) without abandoning
fellow-beings,
(3) As he speaks, so he acts, (4) he is spiritually nourished by the One-come-to-bliss [Sugata,
epithet of Buddha]. 7

The four Mara in Table 3 were first named by Nagarjuna
(ca. 200).

About two hundred years later Asanga numbered

them as seen in Table 4; of the Buddha's encounter with Mara
Asanga remarks concisely, "He quite eliminated all spiritual
darkness.? 8

-

Asanga's brother Vasubandhu described the Mara

in sequential defeat:

The devaputramara was defeated by the samadhi
[meditation or concentration] of love (on the
eve of enlightenment) beneath the Bodhi- [en~
lightenrnent] tree.
Kle~amara was defeated at the time of clear comprehension of bodhi.
Skandhamara was defeated by transforming the status of the varieties of awareness in the "ground
of everything" at the time of clear comprehension of bodhi.
The Mftyumara in Vaifiali three months before
pass~ng away, when allaying the inclination
towards activity by the control over life, the
Mrtyumara was there defeated.9
In the Mahayana, Mara has a definite cosmological status, as "born in'the world of desire" with lordship over the
gods of the

Paranirmitava~avarti

heaven of six classes.

It

is also said that the total domain of Mara is the entire
triple world of desire, form, and formless. 10
The stand on Mara of the Hinayana and the Mahayana was
summed up by a great Tibetan scholar (mid-fourteenth century) .

Bu-ston

says the Hlnayana variously explain that

M;tyumara and Skandhamara were defeated in the refusal to
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pass into nirval)a (after enlightenment) and during ascetic
exercises, while others hold these two defeated after the
final or pari-nirva:g.a.

Bu-ston subscribes to the former

viewpoint, adding that the Devaputramara was subdued on the
eve of enlightenment, and
lowing dawn.

Kle~amara

was overcome on the fol-

That agrees with Vasubandhu's Mahayana view-

point, while the Mahayana after Asanga has the four Mara
defeated simultaneously.ll
The latest phase of Buddhist development in India is
the Vajrayana or Guhyamantrayana, the Vehicles of the Diamond or of the Secret Spells.

This Vehicle incorporated the

literature of the Tantras (rgyud), which began to appear
about 400AD, with the Guhyasamajatantra.

For the sake of

facilitating progress in realization, there are extensive
ritaal inst:ruments; in iconography (as an aid to visualization) Mara .is crushed under or trampled by a god like Hevajra (four·-legged). and the four Mara ·take the fol!Ins of four
great Hindu gods, as shown in Table 4:
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TABLE 4
THE FOUR
Mara

(form of)

MARA

IN THE VAJRAYANA

Indian pantheonl

Indian pantheon2

Skandhamara

Brahma

Brahma

yellow

Kle~amara

Yak:Ja

Vi~~u

blue

-_)1{tyumara

Yama

Mahe~vara white

Deva;eutra

Indra

~-

Sakra

white

1 ~rihev·ajravyakhyavivarana, in D.L. Snellgrove, trans.,

The Hevajra Tantra: a critical study, London Oriental Series
6, (London:

Ox~ord

University Press, 1959), 1, p. 80 n. 2.

2~Nispannayogavali (c:a. 1100), in B. Bhattacharyya,

trans., The Indian Buddhist Iconography: mainly based on the
Sadhanamala

a:ad-~cqgnate~ Tantric

texts of rituals •. (Calcutta:

K.L. Mukhopadhyay, 1958), pp. 158-9.
In Table 4,.the first Indian pantheon appears in description o:f the four-armed Hevajra, and the second Indian
pantheon appears in description of the sixteen-armed Hevajra.

-

In the ""Sricakrasamvaratantra, the god

Cakras~vara's

frowning fac::::e and bare fangs show that Mara and all heresies
are subdued, and the tiger-skin worn loosely about his loins
shovJs that he has subdued Mara and overcome the contrast of
subject and object.

His celestial consort likewise holds in

her right hand a Diamond (vajra) chopper and makes a menacing

gesturE~

to show that her discerning awareness cuts all

reasoning, destroys all M;ras and obscurations.l
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An entire class of protective deities is refered to as

the "blood-drinkers"; but in the skull-cup they hold is the
blood of thE~ four Maras, which must be· ritually transformed
into the "elixir of immortality" (am;ta, lit. anti-death, or
bdud-rtsi, lit. juice of the Miras) . 12
A

Tant1~ic

commentator quotes as follows, keying in on

a theme found in the work of Ma-cig, "One's own mind

(~)

is what is c:alled t!.Mara • . "13

Finall1r, the life-blood of the currents of Tantric
teachings concerning Mara are exemplified in a work of note
contemporary with Ma-cig.
are~conq~er~d~

one.

The four Mara are analyzed and

purged with an existential antidote, one by

The four Mara are counterpoised with the existential

norms of aut:hentic being, communicative being, pure noetic
being, ultimateness; that is the -:'outer" explanation. The
"inner" says: the four Mara are not outer entities but constructs of mind believing in a self, "I".
planation is: that

The "secret" ex-

the four Mara are understood through the

symbolic expressions "memory, non-memory, unorigination, and
transcendence", while generally, "That which completely
overcomes the power of Mara is the awareness which intuits
reality as it is."l4
In the history of Buddhism, even before the life of Macig, there is a long and continuous evolution of the concept of Mara. and the context in which it is embedded in
theory and practice.

From an early abst:raction of evil,

Mara came to be more and more clearly identified and recog-
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nized in

thE~

human condition and in human attributes, even

as the cosmological position of Mara was advanced over and
then blended with non-Buddhist dieties.

At the last, the

Mara are analytical topics worth taking up, because they
personify precisely those forces of existence that are the
immediately recognizable
Buddhahood.

opposition to the thrust towards

They lay at the heart of Ma-cig's teaching on

the gcod, where they are cut up in a way not accounted for
in the history of Buddhist thought before her.
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THE ROLE OF THE BDUD IN THE HISTORY OF TIBET

In this section, the indigenous Tibetan traditions
concerning the concept of spiritual evil (bdud) are examined
from their archaic origins up until their incorporation in
a Tibetan Buddhist framework, and notably in the work of Macig.

Foremost is the trend to regard Tibet itself as a

realm (yul) filled with evil or terrors of the supernatural
variety.

The earliest historical accounts of Tibet are such

a blending of history and religion that a gleaning of both
of these important facets of ancient Tibet is found in the
texts.

The dominant religion of that time was called Bon,

and it prevailed because it had advanced knowledge and custom in reggrd of astronomy and ritual preparation of the
dead.

In particular,

~

seems to have been present from

the inception of a Tibetan dynasty, the origins of which are
shrouded in myth and legend, together with the king in his
efforts to tame the frontiers and hold the land together.
The figure of the ancient Tibetan king plays a role in many
motifs of the vanquishing of evil in all later literature,
but the royal life was gravely tested and seldom long-lived.
The Tibetan dynastic period lasted from ca. 450 to 842AD,
with Bon prevailing for three-quarters of the span, until
Buddhism began to displace it and a new era began.
45
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The principal source for knowledge of the early spiritual and historical climate of Tibet is of course found in the
Tibetan accounts themselves, but the first firm conclusions
to be drawn from these sources, in the light of Western investigative and philological methods, have only recently appeared in print.

Not unnaturally, these efforts are focused

on the identity of the ancient Tibetan sovreigns and the nature of early Tibetan kingship.
Chinese chronicles assign the beginning of the Tibetan
dynasty to the fifth century.

Tibetan script did not origi-:-

nate before mid-seventh century, and the oldest epigraphy is
from after 800AD.
At least three layers of historical accounts have been
sifted through, all of them post-Buddhist, known after the
Buddhist presence in
the script.

royal circles and the introduction of

The tradition before Buddhism in Tibet is the

Bon, with its·--origins coinciding with the advent of the dynasty; Bon was introduced to Tibet from the West, it is said,
and Bon history itself unfolds in several epochs, beginning
with the introduction of earthen tombs.
the

11

An earl~er

strata;

Well-hidden", yields the most archaic and original pic-

ture of antique Tibet.
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In the "well-hidden" tradition there is evidence which
would lead the dynasty back to matriarchal origins; in the
myths the motive for the appearance of a Tibetan king is
the helplessness of the people who were under the sway of
harmful demons, while the success of the

king

was due to

his/her being an emanation of unworldly realms, which is to
say an incarnation of the dead, by virtue of which dominance
was knowledgably exe.rcised by the

king

not only in this

earthly realm but also among the spirits.
Among the ancient Tibetans the idea of a second
world of existence prevailed, a world of the Dead
which in its entity was antagonistic towards that
of the Living; the fundamental difference between
the Living and the Dead was contingent upon the
presence or absence of bla, life-power. Death
meant no end, but the transition of Man to a new
form of existence in which he, the Dead, conscious
of his loss of life-power, became inimical towards
the Living, and noxious or mischievous, gdug-pacan, to him in his desire to recover his own lifepower or destroy that of the Living. To the Tibetans these ideas-werethe cause of a constant
fear of the dead relatives, the ancestors, or the
realm of the dead as a whole, from which the ancestral cult of the dead or their imagined manifestations took its origin.!
The strength of these beliefs can be seen in what may
be the earliest known definition of Tibet:

"The land of the

yi-dwags, pretapuri [realm of the hungry ghosts] or Bod (Tibet), I The land of the mischievous beings (gdug-pa-can gyi
yul) ."2
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FIGURE 7

BDUD
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Royalty was accorded elaborate funerals, both to
honor and to expedite the journey to the next world.

There

are hints of ritual regicide or even suicide, borne out in
stories of the deposition of the infirm or incompetent ruler.
In the "well-hidden" tradition, which leads the origin
of the people back through theogonic stages, the first obviously mortal king is already the ruler of Spu-yul, the realm
of the dead; his death-story tells of his being cast into
the waters and ingested by a water-sprite, whereupon a ransom ensues for the recovery of the corpse, the conditions
being the precondition for burial of the body by painting
with vermilion, making incisions on the body, etc.

The

agent acting on behalf of the dead king is disociated in the
story into a brother, a minister, but finally emerges as the
deceased spirit of the dead king himself.
In actual practice, as learned from very early manuscripts recovered from Central Asian sites, which precede
the introduction of Buddhist rites, the burial of the king
(or queen) was a great ceremony, in which there takes place
the rite of cutting-off the bdud, immediately after the offering of the 'crypt-sheep' as guide to the deceased.
gifts associated with this rite

The

were for daily necessities,

which" . . . seem to have a particular function [for] the
Tibetans, which is characterized by the expression of
ting off the bdud."2

cut~

The bdud can be said to project the

"shadow" of the The, who are divine ancestors of the race. 3
The significance of the expression and the object of the
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ritual has been interpreted by Erik Haarh:
The term bdud generally signifies (evil) demons
who are, dependent on the concepts and theogonic
systems of various times and localities,_ characterized and classified in many ways, and play an
important role as secondary figures in the Buddhist pantheon. In fact, the bdud represent the
personified forms of the princ~ple of evil, thus
being essentially identical with the various, personified or semi-personified forms of the principle of evil . . . the idea of those forms or manifestations of evil derives from that of the defunct . • • Thus Bod (Tibet), as gdug-pa-can gyi
yul, is compared with the appearance of the black
bdud . • . In its primeval stage, it is characterized as bdud-~ul . • • and its ruling powers as
bdud and Srin-mo;[see Below]. The ultimate object
of the burial rites was that of subduing, taming,
and appeasing the evil and noxious manifestations
of the world of death, and the most probable interpretation of the idea of cutting off the bdud
by sacrificial gifts may therefore be found ~n the
very idea of the ritual and sacrificial appeasement and restraint of these manifestations conceived in the form of bdud. [An inventory of the
gifts accompanied the crypt-sheep.]4
The Srin-mo is a female demon belonging to the "deepest
layers of popular belief"; could it be i!HeLBon'

to~~

the male

aspect of this demon-class rather than the female because a
patriarchal perspective was superimposed, in this very old
Bon description of Tibet:

"You come into the country of the

flesh-eating red-faced Srin-po, the c~un:try_of ~od."~
Accordi~q

to

Bonif·-the first 'ruler descend.ed from the

celestial lha, and he seems to have been chosen
acclaim as leader of men.

~y

.pppmlar

The first mortal king is prevent-

ed from returning to the sky-realms when the connecting
"cord" was cut, which enabled the first rulers to return.
He appears to have been the victim of some wavering or in-
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firmity of mind during the performance of a ceremony proving
his capabilities; possibly in an arena he faced a wild yak.
In Bon-po legend, the king's sky-cord is severed by the minister (political) who has challenged him to a test and presecured victory by virtue of certain magical steps taken
against the king, such as rendering helpless his personal
gods, etc.
Buddhist historians said that in the case of the first
mortal king, as in the case of the last and anti-Buddhist
king of the dynasty, their minds were afflicted with a kind
of bdud (gdon and phung-'gong nag-po, respectively) .6
Before then:
In this Bod-yul {realm of Tibet), the country between the nine (or: all) summits of glacier
mountains,
Before Spur-rgyal (i.e., king of the dead), the
six rulers came into existence:
At first the gnod-sbyin nag-po ("black harm-doers")
ruled
And the country name was determined as bdud-yul
kha-rag mgo-dgu {nine mountain summits country
of the bdud) •
The sign of yore, Gnyan-po btsan-po (mythic first
king) thence appeared.
Then the bdud and Srin-mo ruled.
The name was determined as lha-srin-gnyis-kyi yul
(country of both celestial lha and autochthonous
srin).7
The fabled progenitors of Bon and Buddhism,

9shen-ra~.

l!lYi-bo and Padmasambhava, successfully opposed the bdud; for
example, Gshen-rab coming to Kong-po removed an impeding
black bdud mountain and renamed it in honor of the white lha;
Padmasambhava encountered the principal deity white king of
Kong, named by another historian R_e-te mg-o-·g .1yag ~Jl5duQ. .
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of the glacial peaks Re-te) • 8

Another hist·ory text takes a

looser stance on the identity of the non-human

ru~ers

before

relating the Buddhist genesis myth:
It appears from the old records that at first
there was no man here in Tibet. It was filled up by
:m:i-ma-yin (the unhuman). It is told that they executed the outward power of government and the
power of a ruler. Then !mu-rje btsan-oo, Ma-tra.xp,
Ru-dra, s·rin-po, yakja, and deva successively executed the power. Then appeared the Tibetans from
the ape-bodhisattva, incarnation of Avalo~ite~vara,
and the Srin-mo, the incarnation of T~ra.
The Tibetan kings are also declared by Buddhists to be the
incarnation of Avalokitesvara, compassionate deity of the
glancing aspect, and some of their queens were identified
with Tara, the saviouress.

The srin-mo is of course the ar-

chaic rock-demoness.
In liturgical texts of Bon and Buddhism, the bdud as a
genus of supernatural being come embedded in the vocabulary
of the writer, which may be a language that is at once technical and suggestive of the milieu or cultural climate in
which each of these great religions came to force in Tibet.
The Tibetan bdud is described as a wrathful god, usually black in colour, associated with the weapons of a black
snare and divided stick, and the mount
white heels.

o! a black horse with

A bdud will cause fits of unconsciousness.

The bdud come in many forms, such as ma::rsh or water bdud,
male and female bdud, sky bdud, srin who are bdud, and even
Yab-bdud, the guardian deity of Sikkhim. 10

A good place to
make an offering to the bdud is where three roads meet. 11
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A list of the five bdud classes in Bon tradition is
present.ed in Table 5 as their paraphrased names are matched
with orientational or imagic aids in the listing of direct-

ions and elements:

TABLE. $
THE FIVE BDUD IN THE TIBETAN BON RELIGION!
Name

o·irection & 'Element

Straying into a loss of awareness
Possessing the body and

psychop~~sical

E Earth
constituents N Wind

Confused emotions and ensnaring attachments

W Fire

Master of karma and lord of death

S Water

The image of colour-form

Zenith

Sky

IRene de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, oracles and Demons of Tibet: the cult and iconography of Tibetan protective d.eities,
('sGravenhage: Mouton, 1956), pp. 273-4.

In the case of Table

s,

language suggestive of the Ma-

hayana Buddhist list of the Mara is employed, and clearly
this list is influenced by Buddhist ideas.

The number of

five is, however, more common to Tibetan numerical schemes
than to Indian classifications.
There is in fact a wealth of unexplored Bon texts that
deal with the topic of gcod, and which may be supposed to
conceal a wealth of information about the religious outlook
of the Bon on the subject of the bdud.12
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hi:story of ancien·t Tibet ·and the ·origin a·nd ·natur·e of" its
kings, (Copenhagen: GEC Gad's Forlag, 1969), p. 315.
2 Haarh, p. 376.
3 Haarh, pp. 218-9.
4 Haarh, p. 376.
5 Haarh, p. 236.

6 Haarh, p. 143; G. Tucci, trans., Deb-t·•·e·r Dmar-po ...:
Gsa%-m:a:· Tibetan ·chronicles b bSod-nams ra s- a, SOR 24
Rome: IsMEO, 1971), ols. 32-3.
7 Haarh, p. 291.
8 Haarh, pp. 238, 274, 299, 396.
9 Haarh, p. 177.

10 Rene de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet: the cult and iconography of Tibetan protective deities,
('sGravenhage, 1956) pp. 284, 207, 313.
11 Nebesky-Wojkowitz, p. 375.
12 There are at least a dozen volumes published and ac-

cessible through the Library of Congress Foreign Currency
Exchange Program, subscribed to by sa:Veral American colleges
and universities.
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A TIBETAN ACCOUNT OF THE GCOD

FROM THE CRYSTAL MIRROR OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS

In this section, Ma-cig and the gcod are taken up from
the vantage point of Tibetan materials, in the translation
of a portion of a text dealing with the history and variety
of Buddhist religious systems in Tibet.

It is worth point-

ing out that Tibetan histories of Buddhism (chos-'byung) and
surveys of the codified doctrines of these schools of thought
as philosophical systems (grub-mtha') invariably display
the emphases and biases associated with any one school of
thought as opposed to another.

Also, there is very little

background for the non-initiate, so that it is at first difficult to discern which piece of information is reliable or
represents the true state of affairs.

In any case, .Tibetan

works of this genre get rather quickly to the heart of the
matter and manqge to sustain a systematic capitulation of
the teachings under discussion in terms of the doctrine and
the lineage, expanded or condensed in various versions.

In

this section, extensive use is made of notes in order to
convey the sense of the translation and also to provide the
necessary textual comparisons without which an understanding
of the merits and features of the work translated are inaccessible.
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From The Crystal Mirror of Philosophical Systemsl

In the matter of the discipline of geed:
To begin with, as to the meaning of the word geed,
It is so named because of the effects of the precepts upon
the door of karma;
As

an attitude

(~)of

loving-kindness (byams), compassion

(snying-rje), limpid clarity and consummate perspicacity
(byang-chub, bodhi or enlightenment) cuts through egocentric self-interest (rang-don yid-byed) ,
Just so the vision (lta) of the open dimension of Being
(stong-nyid,

~iinyata

or non-essentiality) cuts through

the root of sawsara.~
Generally, it is [thus named gcod] because the four Mara are
cut off;
But as well it is called practice (spyod) ,
Renowned as the practice on the path of resourcefulness and
awareness (thabs-shes) taken up experientially (nyamslen) by the children of the Victorious One (rgyal-ba,
Buddha or vanquisher of Mara and winner of peace) .

~

This precept [geed] likewise originated with Dam-pa sangsrgyas,
Who confered the precepts of geed, during his thiit'd visit to
Tibet,
Upon Skyo-ston bsod-nams in Gtsang and the man from Yar-lung
Sma-ra ser-po,
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And Sma-ra ser-po passed [the precepts of gcod] to his disciple Smyon-pa se-rong,
Who [passed the precepts] to Tse-ston and Sum-ston,
From Tse-ston [they passed] to Gnyan-ston,
From Sum-ston to his daughter Skal-ldan,
From her to

Gtsang~ston,

From him to Gnyan-ston and others.-What has come down through them is the male ·(pho) gcod, and
[The precepts confered] by Skyo-ston bsod-nams bla-ma_upon
Lab-sgron,
Are renowned as the female (~) good after her.S
As to Ma-cig Lab-ky.i. sgron-ma:
There are prophetic accounts by the Bhagavan (bcom-ldan'das, Buddha or One gone beyond having to overcome
Mara) in the Manjusrimula-tantra, such as:
Coming in the shape of a woman, the sky~going
primordial ,awareness (ye-shes mkha'-'gro-ma,
jnana-9akini) will accomplish
The encompassin~ of the whole land of Tibet with
her precepts.
Ma-cig had several sons and daughters, but there seem to be
differences in the accounts of the various chronicles;
In the case of Thod-smyon bsam-'grub,· he is the son of Macig according to some, while others make him the nephew
or even grand-son [of Ma-cig] ; in most of the

chroni~.

cles he is her son.7
In any case, the disciples who were masters were twenty-one

-
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male and female accomplished individuals,
Of whom eighteen were women, and
From them the teachings were widely disseminated.
From among Ma-cig's four foremost disciples,
After Khu-sgom chos-seng the precept's continuity has been
a vast transmission and
Remains so without decline into the present day.8
Later on, moreover, precepts of gcod were excavated from
mines (gter) , and
There is the "Plain of Victory" discipline, derived from
encounters with Ma-cig as a vision illuminating the
steadfast mind (bsam-gtan)

[on] the Victorious Plain,

And the Profound Path (zab-lam) of the aural lineage confered upon diverse persons endowed with insight (rtogs)
as liberation in and of itself (rang-grol) have spread,
among others.9
The oral instructions (man-ngag) of gcod which have the
sustaining energy of [the god] Black Wrath (Khro-nag)
in the cycle of teachings of Manjugho~a which were

bestowed upon the Bhagavan Tsong-Mla-pa by "Sri-Manjugho~

was continued by the Bhagavan Dben-sa-pa [as the]

graduated lineage that is today just that [lineage]
most widespread in my schoo1. 10
As to the foundation ·cngo-bo)of the precepts of geed:
The practice accords with the tracks of the Paramita and the
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Mantra:
[Thus in the (Prajifa-) Pararnita lite.rature] The sources of
the precepts are the three Mothers (Yum), extensive,
middle, and concise; in particular the Ra·tnaguJt.aSalJlcaya
. g:atha-sutra [is the source] , according to the indications of all the scholars, ·and-to be specific, quoting
the Ratnagupas·aiJtc·aya-gatha-sutra:
There arefour reasons why the wise and powerful
bodhisattva
Is not assailed by the four ~; unshakeable:
He dwells in 'Sunyata, without abandoning fellowbeings,
As he speaks, so he acts, he is spiritually
nourished by the One-come-to-bliss (Sugata) .11
As to the "four reasons":
1) Abiding in ~unyata,
2) Never abandoning sentient beings,
3) Acting according to one's word,
4) Endowed with the sustaining energies of the Sugata;
Among these, firstly,
1) The vision of the open dimension of Being is integrated,
2) An attitude of loving-kindness, compassion, and enlightenment is integrated,
These two are-the real ground (dngos-gzhi) for adopting experientially the pacific gcod.
3) The root of the path is relying upon spiritual friends,
4) Going for refuge, the field of merits, the seven members,
offering a mandala; these two are the preliminaries to
adopting in experience.12
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With regard to the difficulties in realization caused by the
four Mara, in the end they are up-rooted ("chod-tshad) ,
And with regard to, "The bodhisattva is endowed with the
powers of a mast·er",
The precepts say that resourcefulness (thabs) df the bodhisattva is adopted experientially by a master endowing
him with the ability to vanquish the frailties of [both]
salllsara and nirvalla.
Thus the quotation [from the Ratna·g:u;as·aijlcaya] explains [why
the gcod is said to be founded on the Pr·aj~aparamita].

In what way does [gcod] accord with the Mantra?
From the Hevajra-tantra:
lone tree, charnel grounds,
Hallowed cave at night,
In solitude away from ~ebtlements,
You may best relate to integration.

A

Further:
Having given the gif~ of your body,
Thence practice becomes ptill purer practice.
And:
Were an uungodiy" (lha-min) to walk before you,
Even if it came in the likeness [of the Hindu god]
Indra,
In that case, have no fear,
Proceed as one with the form of a lion. 13
The gcod is in accord with the citations;
[Thus] In this

authority (lung) the place for experiential
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.adoption is the "where",
And the method of experiential adoption is the "how";
By relying on [the former] one comes to the method giving
rise to up-rooting; thus the description "graduated".
With regard to the point of view ·cl·ta-ba):
The sources of the precepts, recognized as the three Mothers
(Yum) -- extensive, middle and concise -- as well as the
Ratnaguyasazpcaya-gatha-sutra,
Do not deviate from the viewpoint of the

Madhyamika-Prasan~

gika, and
The sayings of Lab-sgron that are certainly hers are the
same. 14
Meanwhile, the precept's retainers, whatever their viewpoint is, it is related in ignorance and confused
with sundry systems, and
Now the gcod, having spread impartially among the philosophical systems, is explained according to the partiality
of the particular philosophical system, inasmuch as
they have any allegiance with integrating the vision,
so it seems.
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NOTES

. 1 . In ·zhi~by~d-pa •·i grub-mth~ •: byung-tshul, chapter. in
Grub~tha': thams-cad kyi khungs .dang ·•.dod-tshul ston-pa legsbshad. shel-gyi me-Tong, in Collect·ed wo·rks o·f Thu' u-bkwan
b~o-bz:~g chos .... kyi nyi-ma (1737-1802), 2, flos. 189-93.

Ka·rm~ is activity, especially actions that are conducive or determinative to rebirth. Karma.is. understood as
one's own by being different from the karma of another~ but
this does not mean that all one's attent~on should be given
to oneself to the neglect of others. Enlightenment is not a
narrowly circumscribed attitude, it is adorned with an ethical manner and affirmative action in recognition of the value
of others · (gzha·n-don) • See JOL, p. 106f. ;' TMW, pp. 85, n. 1,
86, n. 1.
The difference between attitude and egocentricity is
that the former" • • . brings the mind towards the object in
a general move, while egocentric demanding makes the mind
jump on this particular objective reference," MBP, p. 28.
Together with joy and impartiality, loving-kindness and
compassion are the four "immeasurables" · (tshad-med) or
boundlessly beneficial mental states. See JOL, p. 90, n. 46.
S~sarc;t and nirval}a are no diff~ren~ insofar as both are
rooted ~n m~nd, but the root of Sa.IJtsara ~s karma. See MBP,pp.
S-8. The cycle of death and rebirth is postulated upon the
premise of an entitativeness or essence to existence, so that
the vision of the open-dimensional quality of Being is an
antidote to fictitious states of mind or metempsychosis as a
psychological or ontological truth.
2·

3 Ma-cig has said, "The vision which has not gone over
to the realm of the bdud will yield the sphere of activity
(spyod-yul) of Buddhism (chos) ,"
"For us philosophy is the climax of mental life, but in
Buddhist Tantrism it is only a 'starting-point', a means to
an end which is conduct (spyod-pa, ca·rya) that yields the
highest quality of satisfaction," JOL, p. xvi.
"The lt\ethod utilized to unite-rftness of action and intelligence is to practice the six perfec.tions when you imitate the Buddha-sons. That is to say, prompted by an enlightened attitude you must practice liberality, observe ethics and manners, show patience, be ·assiduous, pass into a
state of composure and then use your sense of critical appraisal," L'MW, p. 97.
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5 The first part of this section of the 'Cr~stal Mirror
is given over to the sdug-bsngal zhi-byed teach~ngs which
also come through Dam-pa., .hence "likewise". Thu 'u-bkwan' s
mentor, Lcang-skya. rol-pa'i rdo-rje (1717-86), observed that
"The philosophical views that were most widely spread in
Chinese Buddhism . . • had great similarities with Tibetan
Zhi-byed-pa teachings.," in Gene Smith, in·tro. , Biography of
Lcang-skya ro·l-p.a'-i ·rdo-.rje, in Col"le·ct·ed Wo·rks of Thu 1ubk'wan blo-hzang cho·s-kyi nyi-.ma,. 1, p. 4 .
E'ox- the teachings of Zhi-byed, see the compilation in
GDMZ, fols. 1-450.
-Biographies of Dam-pa may be found in Bka'-·-gter, fols.
11-23; Chos-·'byung 1 fols. 432-7. See also Roer~ch, 2, pp.
867-979.
On -Ma-cig' s instructor 1 Skyo-ston, see Bka •·gter, fols.
23-5; Chos-:'byung, fols 423-5; Ro·e·rich, 2, pp. 871, 982, 984.
6-

'Jam-d~~l ~t·~~-~·gyud.

7 For the biography of Thod-smyon, see Bka'-gter, fols.
64-5; Chos-·'byung, fols .. 48lff. Discrepancies in various accounts is a concern voiced also in Cho·s-'byung, fol. 465;
PSJZ, fol. 475f.
8 On Khu-sgom, see Bka'-gter, fols 80-2; Chos-'byung,
fols. 48lff.
9 "The plain of victory (rgyal-thang) discipline is the
lineage whose disciples wrote in letters the profound meaning
of the essence of responsiveness through
. _
meetings
with the sustaining energies of a concrete Ma-cig upon [the
mountain] 'O-co lha-rtse in upper Gtsang while dwelling among
the hundred dangerous places and cemetaries from hearing the
ancient lineage of the violent gcod, the pacific CjCOd, and
the mixed violent and pacific gcod during meditat~ve illumination upon the plain of victory," SBKK, fols. 540-1.
See, for example, Rgyal·-thang ItigS-kyi gcod-dbang nammkha• sgo -'byed kyi cho-ga, in GDMZ, fols. 611-7.
10 On Tsong-kha-pa(l357-1419), deemed the founder of the
Gelugspa ·(dge·-lugs-pa) sect to which Thu'u-bkwan belonged,
see R. Kaschewsky, Das Leben des Lamaistischen HeiTigen
Tson kha a Blo-bzan
ra s- a: dar estellt und erlautert anhan seiner Vita 'Quellort allen Gl ekes", Asiatische Forschungen Band 33, (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1971),2 Teil.
"Manjughoja is a symbol for Buddhahood as it expresses
itself in the more intellectual form of an unbiased philosophical outlook," TMW, p. 77, n. 1.
Tsongkhapa, say~"And in order to develop discrimination
or an unbiased outlook we must rely on Yamantaka, King of the
law [i.e. Khro-t1ag] r because -he is the I discerning' protector
of religion, a deputy of MahjUghOja, n· TMW, p. 3 2.
See also, Shes-rab-ky~ pha-rol-tuP'fiyin-pa'i snying-po
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gcod-yul stan-thog gcig-ma dngos-qrub kun- 'byung,
'·-·in Collected Works o'f Dben-sa- a Blo-bzan don-·grub (15051566 , New Delh~: Don- grub rdo-rje, 1976 1, pp. 94-8.
11 Mdo

Sdud-pa· t·shigs-su bcad-pa, 2 7, 3 •

12 Thu'u-bkwan follows with a demonstration of the in-

tegration of the qualities significant to the gcod raised at
the beginning of the text.
"It is with the attainment of pure intuition and the
mystic vision with its certitude that the foundation of philosophy is the Buddhist sense of the word is laid. This intuitive character of Eastern systems of philosophy is evident from the very words used for .. what we designate by philosophy, viz. 1 'seeing, view' (lt'a-ba) . l?hilosophy which thus
is the Seeing of Reality is not the culmination of one's
abilities but the very beginning of the arduous task of
achieving spiritual maturity. In this way philosophy in the
Eastern sense of the word only serves to clear the way and,
quite literally, to open the students' -eyes. What he then
sees has to be closely attendedto(sgom-pa) and must be actually lived (spyod-pa) , n· TBWP, p. 81. . . . . .
Refuge is taken in the Buddha, Dha·rma and Sangha, or the
teacher, the community of spiritual friends and the field of
meritorious actions.
The seven members (yan-lag) are performing prostrations,
presenting offerings, confessing harmful deeds, delighting
in wholesome deeds, urging teachers to preach the Dharma,
urging enlightened ones not to pass into nirvay.a, dedicating
all the merit you have earned to the enlightenment of all.
See these seven among thirty-seven "steps to enlightenment"
in TMW1 p. p. 87, notes 1-6; JOL, p. 138, n. 6.
13 Brtags-gnyis. D. Snellgrove, ed., The Hevajra Tantra,
(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1959), 2, Pt. 1, ch. vi, (6),
( 19)

1

(

2 5)

1

PP • 19 1 -21.

14 "Although all the four major philosophical ~rends in
Buddhism,the Vaibha§ikas, sautrantikas, Vijnanavadins, and
Madhyamikas with their division into svatantrikas and Prasangikas, claim to adopt a 'middle view•, the most strictly
unbiased viewpoint is representedby the Prasangikas who derive their tradition from Manjughoja through N!gErjuna and
A'rya.deva, 11 TMW, p. 77, n. 3.
According to a contemporary, however, Ma-cig doctrinally
resembles the Yogacara-Madhyamika-Svatantrika!._which determined that all entities of reality are nothing but the ap- ·
pearance of the Mind, yet held that the mind (blo) as the
subjective aspect is not established in reality:- See the
Tibetan text from the work of Klong-rdol bla-ma Ngag-dbang
blo-bzang (1719--1805) 1 citation in D.S. Ruegg, The Life of
BU-ston Rin·pache, SOR XXXIV (Rome: IsMEO, 1966, p. 12, note.
On the specifics and differences of the two branches of
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Madhyamika., see especially BPTP, 123-54.
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A BIOGRAPHY OF MA-CIG LAB-KYI SGRON-MA

7

ACCORDING TO THE. SPIRI.TUAL EVOLUTION ·op MA-CIG
. 'IN 'FIFTEEN ACTS

In this section, a comparatively short biography of Macig is translated and annotated.

The original is a verse

work, consisting of stanzas of uneven length, with lines of
seven syllables (Tibetan morphemes being mono-syllabic} ,

2-2-3:

La-stod Ding-ri byon-pa'i-mdo/
rje-btsun Dam-pa sangs-rgyas-la/
ding-bu lnga-pa'i skal-phul-te//.
The fifteen acts are preceded by an invocation and followed by a closing inspirational quotation and a note by the
author and editor of the text.
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The Spiritual Evolution of Ma-cig in Fifteen Acts

[Invocation]
Qaki[nil mantrih!
The Great Mother (Yurn-chen), Praj~apararnita, in the heart of
the sea,
Hurried to fruition Ma-cig in a lotus;
Praise the spiritual nourishment her nectar yialds,
1

Overflowing the anthers which are a model of symmetry.-

[Act 1]
Formerly, thou [Ma-cig] were in the realm of the gods,
Tusita,
[Born] Beside a self-manifesting crystal stupa,
In a city [named] Magnificent Jewel,
To act as the leader (dpon) of all the assembled ~akini.
You were the golden princess (gtso-mo) of the qakini,
To roam the site of Orgyan,
Using magical practices [to fly] in the sky.
To begin with, praise the Act of her taking on presence! 2
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[Act 2]
In the municipality of Kapila[-vastu], in the sainted land
[of India] ,
You were addressed as

Smon~iam-grub,

A pan9ita versed in the five arts and sciences,
Who spread the teachings of Buddha and cut off at the root
A hundred thousand resisting non-believers in assembly;
Afterwards, you went to the Potala.
Praise the wondrous relics remaining
From the Act of ending a sensuous embodiment!3

[Act 3]
In accord with your intentions, you were born complete
In this country of Tibet with its snowy mountains.
As to the completed embodiment, you were
Mkhar-chen Bza'-yi mtsho-rgyal,
Consort of the man come from the heart of Orgyan,
To be a door-opener for the Buddhist teachings from Tibet.
Praise the empress (dbang-mo) of the qakini,
In the Act on behalf of each and every wa¥farer! 4

[Act 4]
In degenerate times of increasing contention,
To the north in the land of snows,
The incarnation of the Prajnapararnita shall come,
Namely, Lab-sgron.
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The area [where she was born] is said to be Lab,
Khye is her family name,
And her name at birth was given as Sgron-me.
Praise the primordial awareness 4akini Ma-cig! 5

[Act 5]
About to be given away in marriage,
Helpless because of her parents' promise,
While another comely maiden would have groomed her charms,
She [Ma-cig] packed her clothes and jewelry to flee across
the river;
To preserve her honour as a chaste maiden,
She pretended to be mad and behaved quite contrarily,
Ignoring [men'· s] thumbs-up signals and such was her Act of
renunciation,
Praise her who abandoned worldly bonds!

[Act 6]
Having given praise to [the teacher] Grva-pa mngon-can,
She read the Prajrtaparamita,
Absorbing in her heart the meaning o·f the Mother without
exception.
Requesting of bla-ma Skyo the four initiations,
When they came to the [ third.] primordial awareness initiation, she went up into the sky,
Body playing twenty-five actions,
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Speech vocalizing the Sanskrit tongue,
Mind sensitive to all that can be known,
Praise her Act of wondrous instruction.6

[Act 7]
Following the tracks of the venerable [goddess] Tara,
To the side of a yellow branching tree,
She prophesied, "Later generations will meditate,
At the founts of a hundred springs; because they will rely
On my path to follow in the tracks,
It is certain they will reach the stage of non-reversibili-.ty."
Praise the gift uncontested by anyone,
The bestowal of the oral instructions of the profound severance of Mara~7

[Act 8]
She gave a bouquet of five flowers
To the venerable Dam-pa sangs-rgyas
When he came to Ding-ri in La-stod;
Making salutations, Dam-pa said, "I salute you, Lab-sgron,
Whose act is to conquer the Mara-foe,
Door-opener of the three degrees of liberation,
Thou non-human primordial awareness <iakini!"
Praising her, reverentially he clasped her hand,
Bestowing the Sutra-carya transmission descended from Bud-
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dha,

The father transmission descended from Manju~ri,
The

mother transmission descended from VarahT,

The non-dual transmission descended from Tara,
The complete initiation and empowerment in the cycle of
gcod.
Praise his heartfelt vitality, his oral guidance (man-ngag)
On the reliable (dam-pa) Buddhist teaching of the alleviation of suffering! 8

[Act 9]
Once upon a time a cowherd roamed the village outskirts
with a weary mind,
Because the fertile rains had left the pastures of the
lonely mountains,
And the herd's flow of milk was cut off.
In a recess among some rocks he beheld a solitary

~akini,

Holding a trident,
Beating a drum and blowing a thigh-bone trumpet,
Wearing bone ornaments upon her naked body,
Calling out a generous gift of songs of experience (nyams) ,
Which seemed to appear as spontaneous elixir (bdud-rtsi)
In a skull-cup adorned with the proper markings.
Even as he asked the fulfilment of his desire,
Rain showered from the sky, flowers blossomed,
There was milk without end in fulfilment.
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FIGURE 10
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On that occasion, the chthonic lords and masters
Became displeased and began to expell her,
But Ma-cig•s word and posture were impeccable,
Putting down the lords until they bowed to her;
Praise the first revolution of the wheel of Dharma

(~)

,

The complete meaning of the vision, integration, practice,
and

goal~g

[Act 10]
In the wilderness about Zangs-ri mkhar-dmar,
The 9akini of four affinities
Taught the short Tantra of bdud-gcod as a profound oral
transmission:
"Through practices such as going to a hundred charnel
grounds,
Of benefit not only to those with a form -- humankind,
But of benefit also to those without a form -- god and gob-

lin {lha-'dre),
The oral guidance will be revealed to others in later days,
So that this Dharma is fused appropriately with the environment;
Hence the practicer of this Dharma
Will not go under the sway of Mara, and
Adversity becomes pleasing along the way."
Praise the durability of the

prophecy~

Henceforth, upon going to the charnel grounds,
Venereal disease, insanity, leprosy and such,
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Treated without a cure,
Shall nevertheless find relief through thinking

o.f her;

this is the Act
Of A-rna [Mother, Ma-cig] teaching the profound

bdud-gcod~

[Act 11]
The Dharma of the gakini spread in Tibet,
And, because of the fame of the profound bdud-gcod technique,
As Indian pangita and siddha carried her words,
In time she became famous in India.
Some masters who had achieved fleetfootedness
Were dispatched as envoys who in a single day's span
Arrived afoot in Tibet,
Where they met Ma-cig at Zangs-ri;
A debate was held in Sanskrit.
To their question, "How can it be [you speak Sanskrit?],"
she replied,
"Formerly I was a great panQ.ita in India,
Having had a tendency to be born there."
At these words, the fleetfooted
Were inspired to ask, "What is the evidence?"
Whereupon she spoke these words:
"In a recess of the masonry of the Potala,
There among the relics of Smon-lam-grub's corpse,
Where the head was there is now the authentic being (sku)
of the five families of the

Jin~

[~uddha

as lord] ,
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Only look in the traces and know for yourself."
Those accomplished in fleetfootedness,
As their hair bristled with devotion,
Prayed with a song of endearment in the following words:
"Mother's frame. is small, but great in brilliance,
Her flesh is pale but emitting light rays,
Light rays dispelling the darkness of ignorance,
To you, Lab-sgron, we offer our prayers!"
So saying, they made nine full prostrations.
Afterwards, in Dbus, Gtsang and Khams -- the three,
Whoever was bilingual, and
Yogin able to discern the meaning, among others,
Were invited to obtain a measure of translational activity,
Not only in the conventional sense but also in the ultimate
meaning;
The Indian masters and teachers met
With their Tibetan instructress, Lab-sgron,
[She] Heading an assembly of four divisions of a hundred
thousand, plus
Fifty-two thousand;
Having ascertained the authentic sayings,
All of Ma's sayings were grouped in threes.
Offer a prayer to the intermediate revolution of the wheel
of

Dharma~

Certain individuals with karmic affinity will open the door
of Dharma
And find the sustaining energy which opens the door of sky;
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Therefore, to see the truth,
The Testament and the o·ialogue,
The Oral CycTe of Dharma in Symbols, and so on,
Are a Dharma which confers Buddhahood in a single lifetime.
Praise the intermediate revolution of the wheel of Dharma,
Which is profound and vast whether or not abundantly clear~lO

[Act 12]
Those veritable

ach~evers

of fleetfootedness,

Returning momentarily to their homeland with the auspicious
sayings,
With happiness and delight, even rejoicing,
They related Ma-cig's discerning sayings,
To the assembled

pan~ita

and siddha in the Noble Land.

In the act of sharing the Dharma,
Those assembled bowed with joined palms;
Facing the north, reverently they said,
"Maha Q:ak.i[ni] phala phala svasti!"
At which auspicious saying the earth shook and
Flowers fell from the sky like rain,
All saw clearly illuminated,
The three "pillars" of the ?otala;
The Dharma from the Mother

Prajnapara.mita -- inspired

them,
It is said to have spread from the north
To the north in the sense of a prophecy,
Reverent praise was given to the founding of the teachings.
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Your [rMa·•cig' s] deeds are beyond the imagination;
Since the presentation, ground and Being (sprul, gzhi, sku)
are all in one,
However many persons there may be in the three times,
Through the heroic Q.akini assemblies,
Who wield knowledge in the three great realms,
Pulliramalaya, Jalandhara-ogiya, Rasmi~vara, etc.,
As the profound becomes more profound until most profound,
Praise the Act of liberating the potential of those endowed
with good fortune,
In the third revolution of the wheel of Dharma,
Of the aural teaching lineage as the transmission in four
symbols! 11

[Act l3]
The children of the Great Mother are eight,
Four female and four male on an equal par;
However many revolutions of the Dharma of gcod there may be,
Of the lineage from the seventeen Fathers and Mothers,
If divided by the doors of knowledge,
The oral and the experiential are two;
Dividing by the doors of the location,
There is the oral and the cached, both;
Divided by the doors of the root-text (gzhung) ,
The two are either together or apart;
Divided by the doors of the teaching principle,
The Father and Mother Tantras and the Non-Dual Tantra;
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Dividing by the doors of the method of practice,
The external cutting is the practice which is calm,
The interior cutting is the practice which is half-violent,
half-calm,
The mystic practice is the way of cutting which is violent
cutting, these three;
Dividing by the doors of the stages of cutting,
The secretly quivering practice,
The practice obvious1.y aquiver,
The practice of a youthful prince, and
The practice of a sovreign over the four quarters, these
four;
Dividing by the doors of cleaving to the path,
With propositions, without propositions, and
Entirely without propositions, the three methods of practice;
Training each according to their ability with her benevolent
activity,
Praise the Act of guiding on the path which furthers! 12

[Act l4]
When she was eighty years old,
In the wilderness about Zangs-ri khang-dmar,
In order to exhibit life and death as apparitions
To the disciples in

accord~with

their karmic affinity,

Ma-cig's body glowed brightly,
With a drum in her right hand and a bell in her left,
Played so as to resound through the sky,
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Her two feet arranged in a dancing position;
From the east of Ma-cig,
In invitation to the field of pure clarity,
A hundred thousand white )fakini,
Laid out a silken carpet as a white rainbow;
To the south of Ma-cig,
In invitation to vast and great

value~

[fields],

A hund!ted thousand yellow -Q:akini,
Laid out a silken sarpet as a yellow rainbow;
To the west of Ma-cig•s body,
In invitation to the [field] endowed with bliss,
A hundred thousand red <}akinf,
Laid out a silken carpet as a red rainbow;
To the north of Ma-cig•s body,
In invitation to the [field] karma completely fulfilled,
A hundred thousand green Q.akini,
Laid out a silken carpet as a green rainbow;
Above Ma-cig,
In invitation to the field of practice,
A hundred thousand blue Q.akini,

Laid outc.

sil~en

carpet as a blue rainbow;

Precisely in accord with Ma's.intentions, there was aresounding in the east,
The gods of the vajra-Q.akini,
Took up a song of happiness . . . kyu-ru-ru,
Clapping their hands in play . . . khyugs-se-khyug,
Feet dancing . . . chems-se-chems.
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[These actions are repeated by all five "gods of the cjakini"
in the remaining directions: jewel -- south, lotus -- west,
karma -- north, Buddha-family -- above.l
Then the oldest

bro~her

of the family,

The heroic Rgyal-ba don-grub, together with
Glang-can, Dung-can, Pad-rna-can,
Ri-dvags-can and Ri-mo-can,
Thus the five younger children bearing the appropriate
characteristics,
Set out articles which are dear to a Q.akini,
Praying to the Great Mother,
To be seated in this field and to cut off the silken paths,
To plant the victory banner of life with authentic being,
To promulgate the Dharma among wayfarers with utterance,
To nurture spirituality with her great, compassionate mind;
Three times they urged upon her the splendid repast,
Then the five groups of Q.akini
Acted out the consecration in life without death.
Praise the gift of the concrete attainment of life,
To the pupils with the excellent fortune to be gathered
there! 1 3

[Act 15]
Upon reaching the age of ninety-eight years,
To the best of the trainees, it appeared that
Ma-cig, without leaving her physical body,
Departed to the country of the Q.'akini -- Orgy an,
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On a path of light which was a five-coloured rainbow,
To be welcomed by the heroic Q.akini;
Even today, to those with karmic affinity,
She concretely shows her countenance and as well teaches
the Dharma;
To the middle of the trainees, it appeared that
Her body turned into a ball of light,
Becoming smaller and smaller still,
Finally disappearing into the side of a statue,
In the meditation hall at Zangs-ri;
To the lesser of the trainees, it appeared that,
The moment's act was of the teaching of the end of time.
Here are Ma's last words:
"I'm an old woman, my Dharma
Is a Dharma lying down [to sleep, metaphor for death] without vanity.
You people of Dharma who are indecisive,
Have the affinity to make a bit of sense when in trouble.
On the further shore of renouncing this, my Dharma,
I seek the Dharma itself with compassion.
Searching but not finding upsets the mind,
To know thyself is the corpus of the Dharma.
Anyone following in the tracks of aged Ma,
By virtue of having entirely cut through every Mara,
Will not go on the path which errs; and
Since transference [of consciousness] accomplishes a practice in the sky,
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For my method's practicers cif Dharma,
The merits are superb!

Transference being just that opening

of the door to the sky,
I now show the signs of its profundity."
The glowing smile on her bright face passed,
When, spontaneously, she uttered once, ".Phat!"
From the crown of her head, the skull[-bone]
Lifted off [as] a hole about the size of a leaf,
Just like the lid on a boiling tea-kettle;
The escaping vapours
Rose as a five-coloured mist
Filling the sky with lights and rainbows,
And the earth shook in six ways,
The flowers of the gods fell like rain.
When the remains were offered to the flames,
Many relics showed up,
They were all put in a copper amulet
And laid to rest in the bosom of her statue;
Even now it remains,
The foremost statue in Zangs-ri khang-dmar. 14

[Closing verse]
As the Orgyan lung-bstan kun-gsal me-long says:
The <jlakini•s four legions are the heart incarnate
of the lord of the lake,
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A hundred thousand are the lights of Lab-khye

sgron-me's illuminating presence,
Taking birth as a woman to be a•.guide on the path
which furthers."
Anyone defending that is not deceived.

[Identity of the author]
Your praiser is the hermit Gshongs-chen,
Who has well-condensed in fifteen acts a biography
Of Lab-sgron, the Great Mother <Df the Jina [Buddha] incarnate,
In a narrative whose character is beyond flattery or abuse.

[Editor•s note]
Through Mkhas-btsun Bstan-pa'i rgyal-mtshan dpal-bzang-po,
This virtuous work of editing may be a blessing toward
[your] enlightenment.
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NOTES

1 Ma-cig's teachings are mediated through three patterns of Being: as noetic being (chos-sku) speaking by way
of spiritual nourishment, as being which is appreciable conduct (longs-rdzog spyod-sku) or communicative being by means
of the very fact of Being, and as authentic being (sprul-sku)
in well-articulated words; see TBWP, p. 221.
Ma-cig' s biography in Bka •·=ctter, fols. 439-83, consists
of seven modes (tshul): taking birth, learning to read, en-tering the Dharma, the prophecy of liberation and the stream
of initiations, serving as the wife of Thod-pa bhadra, providing for pupils by dwelling at dangerous places and char··~
nel grounds, transcending suffering. Fols. 25-9 covers her
embodiments in human and spiritual terms:
In the matter of Ma-cig-ma, she is the authentic
being of the Great Mother in the prophetic accounts
of many Sutra and Tantra, unfolded in two modes:
in the world training each according to their :
ability, and as authentic being beyond this world.
[Her authentic being beyond this world has] Two
modes: noetic being as Buddhahood and being which
owns the noetic (chos-can). First, whereas noetic
being pervades every sentient being (sems-can), it
follows that noetic being is the continuum (dbyings) of the noetic for sentient beings. It may be
called the intrinsic tendency toward bliss or affinity, or Mother who enhances the meaning of the
Prajnaparamita. According to the Rgyud-bla-ma:
As absolute Buddhahood Being resonates,
Just within itself with no in-between,
There is an affinity (rigs), thus all owning
a body,
Own always the int~insic tendency towards Buddhahood.
Also -therein:
The intrinsic identity (rang-bzhin) of sentience
is the clear light,
Mother generates the Buddhas of the three times.
Second, as to the being owning the noetic which
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apwrehends as twain being and colour-form, although
colour-form is generated from noetic being. According to the Phal-po-che:
Prajnaparamita, Mother of the Buddhas of the three
times,
Honey-coloured, one-faced, four-armed,
Holding a nine-pointed vajra, upper right hand,
And the Pr·ajtiaparamita, upper left hand,
Lower hands displaying the gesture of composure,
Legs arranged in the -vajra-position,
Endowed with excellent symmetrical features,
In Akani~·t:ha heaven owning the being which is fully appreciable cond·u~t: .•·
The Bka'-gter summarizes Ma-cig's worldly career in
terms of the authentic being as Mother of ~akyamuni (Buddha) ,
Bram-ze (Aryadeva) , Asanga and Vasubandhu, and as the 4akini
Ye-shes mtsho-rgyal in Tibet, who taught the Great Completion (rdzogs-chen) , and as Ma-cig in the Land of Snows who
articulated the meaning of the Prajnaparamita in the Great
Symbol (phyag-rgya chen-po) of gcod-yul.
See also Chos- 1 byung, fols. 439-483 for the biography
of Ma-cig.
2 Tu§'ita is the fourth of seven heavens in the realm of
the gods, among in all thirty-three heavens. Tu§ita is in
the world of passion and desire, below the worlds of pure
form and the formless. See BPTP, p. 48.
The location of Orgyan or O~diyana is still controversial, but generally said to becin the upper Swat valley
in Pakistan; Wylie, p. 114, n. 2.
The akinis are aerial beings, literally sky-walkers
(:rnkha-'gro-ma ; it means to understand no-thing-ness; ~'
p. 103, n.l.
The twelve or thirteen acts of Buddha is the locus
classicus for this life of Ma-cig. See BPTP, p. 217, n. 28.
The stupa is an architectural monument or reliquary,
standing for Buddhahood in this instance, in the realm of
authentic being. See TMW, p. 221.
3 ~akyamuni Buddha was born in Kapilavastu about BC560.
Var. Sman-mo-grub, -'grub. In Chos- '·byung, fols. 444ff.
the parents of the child are father Dbang-phyug and mother
Lha-sa glu-sgron (var. klu-sgron) of the ~~kya clan of Brahmanic tradition (bram-ze), who petition the heavenly beings
for an heir and in fulfilment of their wishes (smon-lam) the
child is delivered (sprul-pa).
In Bka'-gter, fols. 29ff. the youthful son of Dbangphyug, lord of Kapilavastu in India then acquires the name
of Don-grub bzang-po from the pan~ita Pitibhadra. Soing to
the seat of enlightenment, Vajrasana, he defeats the heretic
hosts with the assistance of sixty-four divine emanations of
Cakrasawvara. Then, in a cemetary·to the north, lying down
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to sleep, the Qakini urge activity on behalf of the people in Tibet. See also Chos-'byung, fols 448ff.
On the five arts and sciences, to wit:language, dialectics, medicine, mechanical arts, religious philosophy,
see D.S. Ruegg, "On Translating the Buddhist Canon", in
Studies i'n Tndo-Asian: Culture 3 {New Delhi: Int'l Acad. of
Indian Culture, 1974) p. 245, n. 9.
The Potala is the celebrated architecture just west of
Lhasa, capital of Tibet. It consists of two palaces: the
eleven-storied white built by Srong-tsam sgam-po {first
great king of Tibet, 557-650) and the thirteen-st·oried red
built under the civil administration of Sangs-rgyas rgyatsho (official, 1679-1705) under the direction of the V Dalai
Lama {1645-94). See MGB, p. 88, n. 47, and Photograph 4.
Var:·potari, eotari'i"brag phug bharana, in Bka'-gter,_ fol.
31; ba-ta 1 i-r~, brag-phug· pa-·pa·-ta, in Chos-'byung, fol. 449.
4 The one who eats {bza') in the great palace {mkharchen) is the Queen of king Khri-srong lde'u-btsan. She became the cons·ort of Padmasambhava {ca. 717-762). As Ye-shes
mtsho-rgyal she is the genetrix of the Tibetan ~uddhist sect
of the Ancient Ones {'rnying·-ma-:pa) • This §akini intends
pristine awareness {'ye·-shes), ". . • the mystic'S illumination and transcending awareness, n- Nar·opa, p. 8. , n. 2. See
also Evans-Wen:tz, p. 301, n. 2.
5 Quotation from the Manjusri-mula-tantra.
In Chos-'byung, fol.451, the father is Khyer-khad choszla, mother Phyug-mo 'Bum-learn-rna; the birthplace is E'i-yul
or E'i dam-shod-kyi smad-yul grong-mtsho-mer.
Bka'-gter, fols 32 and 41, has father sngags-pa {the
exorcist) Dbang-phyug mgon-po, mother 'Bum-learn; place of
birth is E-lab. See occuring in Roerich, 2, p. 597, E-chung,
and p. 1002, Lab-so.
6

On Grva-pa mngon-shes-can {1012-90), see Chos-'byung,
fols. 483-94; Roerich, 2, pp. 871, 982, 984.
The four ~nitiations or ritual empowerments are jar,
mystery, pristine awareness, and unity as the fourth. According to Tilopa, they mean understanding that all appearances are deity and mind as the realization that appearance
is a magic spell, that mind is the noetic act and nothing in
itself for the first two. The third {ye-·shes) understands
that this nothing i~ blissr the fourth that this bliss is indispensable. After Naropa, p. 41; on the third initiation
see further pp. 269-70, Note E.
On the existential triad versus the parochial body,
speech and mind {lus-ngag~yid), see Naropa, p. 119, n. 1;
TBWP, pp. 215ff. Sku-gsung-thugs are" . . • the relational
and functional structures that make up man, is noetic capacity {shes-pa), while sems-dpa' or the three worlds together,
is the object {shes-bya). Their unity is invariable," in
Naropa, p. 5, n. 1. Thugs emphasizes cognitive responsiveness and not a mere cerebration; it is sometimes a shortened
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form of thugs-rje, compassion.
7 Tara is the Saviouress, feminine counterpart of the
lord of compassion, Avalokite"Svara. See Stephen Beyer, The
Cult of Tar·a: magic and :titual ·in ·fibet, (Berk:eley: Univ:-of
Calif. Press, 1973).
Profound des·cribes both the Sutras and Tarttra; in the
former it indicates shes-rab (prajHa) or discernJ.ng awareness
and in the latter it J.S "re-interpreted in terms of immediate
experience"; BPTP, p. 228, n. 1; see also TBWP, pp. 98, 109.
The gcod is very often called zab-mo, profound. It has been
observed,
Now it would seem that the time when this prophecy
came down,
While the Dharma was profound, ··Mara. too was accordingly profound.l
lsgron-rtse, p. 34.
8 Dam-pa's third visit to Tibet brought him north and
west of Mt. Everest, some twenty-eight miles away to the
site of Ding-ri, in 1097. La-stod describes the region south
of the Gtsang-po or Brahmaputra river, in the central Tibetan
province of Gtsang, about 87° long. See MGB, p. 154, n. 544.
The three doors of liberation opened-are nothingness,unbiasedness and imagelessness; Naropa, p. 40, n. 1; JOL, p.
254, n. 33.
The s·utra-car~a teaching is the carira-pitaka, "the only work of the P~lJ. canon in which a brie and systematic
account of the paramitas is given," repeated ·_by Ananda,
with many stories from the Jataka-tales or stories of the
Buddha's former existences. For example in the last book of
the Cariya-pitaka, Buddha when an ascetic lies down on the
bones of the dead in cemetaries and is indifferent to troublers and pleasers, as in the Lohamsa Jataka; see B.C. Law,
ed., The Cariya-pi}.aka, (Lahore: Banarsidass, n.d.), pp. 6
and 15 for the quotation and citation. "In its original
form the Jataka, like the Cariya-pitaka, C9:tl§iisted only o~
verses," E. B. Cowell, ed. , Robert Chalmers, tnans ~., The Jataka or stories of the Budeha's former lives, (London, P~li
Text Society, ,1895; rpt., Luzac, 1957), p. vii. The Cariya-pitaka ("Basket of Conduct") is the fifteenth and last of
the Khuddaka Nikaya ("Collection ·of Small Texts"), which is
the fifth and last of the Nikaya in the Sut~a-pitaka ("Sermon-Basket11)L itself the second of the three great "Baskets"
of P~li or Hinayina literature, together with the "Discipline" and "Metaphysical" pitakas; Henry Clarke Warren, Buddhism in Translations, (Harvard Univ. Press, 1896; rpt., NY:
Atheneum, 1963), p. xvii.
"According to whether preference is given to 'action'
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(thabs, upaya) or 'discrimination-appreciation 1 (shes-rab,
prajRa) or to their unity. (gnyis-med, advaya) one distinguishes between 'Father-·Tantras• · ("pha-·rgyud) , 'Mother-Tantras 1
and 'Non-Dual, Tantras' ·(gnyi·s-med rg'yud) • All of them are
forms of the exercise of the highest philosophical acumen •
• • subdivisions are based on the difference of the symbolism employed,". Na·ro·pa, p. 123, n. 1. Compare Chos-' byung,
fol. 475.
Ma~jusri is the Lord of wisdom, (Vajra-)· Varahi is the
(Diamond) Sow, Tara the saviouress. Together with Buddha,
this is a list of the human and divine inspirateurs of the
~Ma-cig appeared as v:a?ravarahi to Thang-stong rgyalpO Tfifteenth century), the source of this compilation with
this biography of Ma-cig.
9 Sku-gsung ·ting (:..nc;·er- 'dzin, holding to the source of
authentic being and genu~ne communication; "By it (samadhi)
mind is fixed upon the object that has been selected by 1n-·
speation ('dran-pa, ·smrti) and it exerts its dominance by way
of exercising its lordliness in non-distractedness., .. PPA, p.
69.
Samadhi resembles bs·am:-gtan ('dhyana), steadying or star
bilizing thought; But while the latter term may be said to
refer to the ongoing process, the former is used more in
connection with the final phase and the stage of attainment
through the process of meditative concentrations," JOL, p.
198, n. 3.
--The lords and masters (mkhan-dpon) are cast as lords of
the soil (gzhi-hdag) in Chos- 1 byung, fols. 479-80.
On the accoutrements worn by Ma-cig, see B. Laufer,
"The Use of Human Skulls and Bones in Tibet", (Chicago:
Field Museum of Nat. Hist. ~ .1923).·, -<iSP· 1-16.
Buddha turned the wheel of Dharma three times. This
turning conveys the 'real' as opposed to the 'assumed' meaning of the Dharma; this distinction " . . . has nothing to do
with the spiritual development aimed at, but . . . the 'real•
meaning can be understood only when the student's intuition
has been developed to a certain extent and depth," TBWP, p.
61. On the three turnings, see for example Obermiller's
translation of of Bu-ston's History of Buddhism (Heidelberg:
Harrasowitz, 1932), pp. 41-56.
11

Vinion, total attention and action are a self-validat:ing peak experience. We speak of vision (ltaba) because the peak experience can be perceived
With our own eyes. But seeing things in relation
to other things is not vision. We speak of total
attention (sgom-pa) because by steadily caring for
the content of the vision the feeling of its presentia! value will become more and more intense.
But attending to the content in relation to everything else is not total attention because it remains unacquainted with the vision. We speak of
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action (spyod-pa) because we remain continually
engaged with the presential value. But acting
contrariwise is not action becaused reality is not
envisaged and no relation exists to the vision of
reality. For th:i:s reason vision, total attention
and action are not entities that can be added up
or separated, precisely because of the fact that
the peak experience is obs·ervable, can be felt as
a presence, and can be reacted to and enacted.l
1 Bi'-ma snying-thig, citation in TBWP, pp. 179-80.
10 Zangs-.ri mkhaJ:r-dmar, the residence of Ma-cig. See
MGB, p. 121, n. 197; Wylie, p. 171, n. 197 {Ma-cig.Labsgron (b. 1055), not Ma-cig Zha-ma {1062-1149} however).
11 Dbus and Gtsang constitute Central Tibet, the other
two provinces being Khams-stod to the northeast and Mdo-smad
to the southeast; MGB, p. 37, p. 77, n. 1; Wylie, p. 64, p.
128, notes.
The Test·ament is translated Below; the Dialogues is
found as Shes-rab kyi pha-ro1-tu phyin-pa'i man-ngag yangtshom zhus-lan, in GDMZ, fols. 547-610. The Oral Cycle has
not been identified-.---

~2 Pulliramalaya or Pttr~agiri and Jalandhara-Oqiyana
are pithas or 'seata', while Rasmisvara or Rame~vari is a
'nearby seat' {upapi~ha~.
The relationship is not certain, but in the {Cakra-)
S"atpvara Tantras, :_rn the enumeration of countries,the first
one is always Pulliramal~ya." "A certain country always corresponds to a certain part of the body, a certain humour or
intestine, a certain god and a certain goddess; for example,
correspondence of Pulliramalya, the head, fingernails and
teeth, [god] Rha~§akapala and [goddess] Praca~ga is always
fixed," Other correspondences are Jilandhara and hair of
head and body, o~~yan and right ear, skin and dirt, Rasmi§vara and eyebrows, bones. In the Hevajra Tantra, Rasmi§vara
is not named, and_the E!thas are not named beginning with
Pur~agiri or Pulliramalaya.
The four s~ols are the four initiation stages in
the Vajra-Varah~ confirmation. According to Roerich, ~, p.
588, n. 16, q.v., the four symbols expresses the meaning of
the passage "One must loosen the /sealed/ knot of mind. •
through initiation and quidance"; the four symbols are, but
according .to Pad-ma dkar-po in reference to the "Nine sentences passed on by Ras-chung-pa", (Tg. rGyud No. 1527):
cranium, rosary, crossed-vajras, and head ornament, symbolizing purified organs, the eternal sound, Mahamudra or NonDuality, the energy of the Heruka (partner of the Qakini),
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respectively. Compare 9 zhi-byed s<;ron-ma in Tg~ rGyud 231$-23 •
.Ma-cig's. teaching or transmiss~ons are divided into
four: Father Tantra
symbols, Mother Tantra as the line of
diacernment-a.wareness, the heart ·or essence as the line of
meaning, and the 'uppermost words' being the line of experiencing liberation. They stand for 'action', discernment,
great bliss of non-dual meaning, and at one with the continuity of the flavour of the holy Mother's experience. See
fol. 475, GDMZ.
The three "pillars" are ·images, books, stupas; MGB, p.
82, n~ 20.

in

13

The eight "children" of the seventeen teachings of
the Prajnafaramita that convey the sense of the eight topics
in the Abh~samaya-la!fkara, are given in Lessing and Wayman,
trans., Mkhas-grub-r]e, pp. 46-7.
In Bka'.:..·at.er, fol. 78, the eight children are four
sons and four daughters:
SONS

DAUGHTERS

sku-sras rgyal-ba don-grub
stong-sde ngag-gi dbang-phyug
grol sde rgyal ba'i 'byung-gnas
khu-sgom chos-kyi seng-ge

lab-lung tsha-rgyan
lee-grogs zhang-learn dbal-r.
gdon-tsha'i mdo-tsha~ 'bum~r.
phan-yul-gyi nyam-bsod-r.

Fol. 79, "From the fortunate son Khu-sgom Chos-kyi sengge to the III Karmapa Rang-'byung rdo-rje (1284-1365) the
lineage spread greatly."
The doors (sgo)of the teaching are reiterated in Chos'byung, fols. 476-7:
Recognize the two: earth and sky Dharma, the sky
being all Guhya-mantra-tantras and the four sections of the tsa-ka-ra as the continuity of
Dharma falling to India; the earth Dharma being
all the treasures hidden on behalf of wayfarers by
bodhisattvas. Recognize the two: oral and treasure,
since there is liberation in the exact words of the
aphorisms from the words 6f the Victorious One /8akyamuni there is the oral, but the treasures are !
not those hidden in the ground, they are the most
pure treasure since they emerge as freedom in and
of itself, from the heart of Ma-cig that is the
continuum of reality (Dharma~. The 'Father Tantras
is the lineage from symbols or the male geed, and
the female gcod is for those who have entered into
hearing and mastering th!ough miraculous interviews with all the Q.akini from the heart of the
Mother authenticated ~~ Ma-cig Lab-sgron.
[Three
sons, Thod-pa don-grub, Grub-chung-ma, and Yang-
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grub, are mentioned.]
SBKK, fols 541-2, describes "four junctures with eight
branches", i.e.,

Dividing by petitioners the male and female lines;
dividing by fundamental basis the attached to the
roo~· -text, or the miscellany, the two·; dividing
by dispersal both the earlier and later; dividing
by presentation both oral and treasure. Others
relate the eight junctures with the sixteen branches . • . .
1) male gco~ - the lineage from Dam-pa of the six
brul-tsho the three cycles of the Father's say~ngs.

2) female gcod - the_lin~age from Ma-cig of the
cycle of gcod of Varahi/ such as the great and
little 't:ika.
3) oral -C5'ilthe basis of the instructions of the
Great Mother comes : .uE.interupted continuity.
4) treasure ~ by Dam~pa on the Tibetan mountain of
rgod-phung-po the Udumbara invitation//at the
1
Bras-spungs stupa the Mahamudra-gcod, etc., and
I those hidden by Black [goddess] found by the
father and Ma-cig/ those hidden by Ma-cig and
found by her lineage-holders.
5) Indian gc·od- Aryadeva's great and little works
I the five spiked ro~snyoms of Telopa/ N~ropa's
secret spyod.
6) Tibetan gcod - the cycle of gcod originating in
Tibet.
7) Stitra discipl~ne - the 30 parts of Dharma, etc.
8) Mantra discipline - the initiations and generational and completed stages which rely on the
four Tara-tantra.
9) Son lineage - Rgyal-ba don-grub//Thod-smyon//
Kham-bu ya-le// the four [girl] ornaments.
10) Meaning lineage - from Khu-sgom.
11) Sky Dharma - kindred to divining weather '"nd
controll~ng the elements.
12) Earth Dharma - the gcod of soil-lords, water
and wood sprites, geomancy.
13) With partner - seeing the profound meaning of
heartfelt compassion.
14) Without partner - by clear words with the :ea.g •
knots a sharp order is unforgettable.
15) Miscellany - refers to affinities with 100,000.
16) Chapters -"one root, three limbs": the line of
experience as ordinary, extra-ordinary, special.
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14 For the bio9raphy of Rgyal-ba don.:..grub, see Chosbyung , ~o l s •. 4 9 4"!"'50 8 •
For sgyu~ma, apparition, see Naropa, pp. 61-7, 174-82;
TBWl? , pp . 7 8. . . 8 0 ·i KBT 3 , . p. 12 5 , n . 1 •
. .· On the zhi"ng (kietra), fields, see Nar·opa, p. 73, n. 1.
The five fields correspond with the five pristine awarenesses · (ye-shes) ; see ~, · p. 268, n. 5; TBWP, p~ 204, n. 16;
BPTP, pp. 229· (Table) , 230, n. 26.
--Authentic being, utterance, and mind are--the three ex~.,;.
istential modes. See Below, translation of Great Test·ament.
1

15 The Dharma itself (chos-nyid), " • . • does not mean
"the essence or nature of things" but "the real thing at
hand." When the real thing becomes an object of discourse
it is refered to by the word chos-can," my Dharma.· s·araha,
p. 31, n. 12.
"To understand 'mind' is 'to be' in an absolute sense .
and such being is an absolute value (chos-sku). Since Buddhahood is the realization of value-be~ng, technically
termed Dharmakaya [corpus of o·harma] and since Dharmakaya is
the realization of Mind-as-such, Buddhahood is the understanding of Mind-as-such Lsems-nyid} .... ·Tant·ric· View of Life,
p. 23 •..

"In death we become free from our self-imposed shackles,
the unauthentic structure of our being-in-the-world. And so
the moment we strive and philosophize in the Tantric sense,
we die. In death we gain the life of pure transcendence."
Naropa, p. 242.
On the art of the transference of consciousness, see
Naropa, pp. 72-3, 197-201.
The principal path of error is denial of the relation
between karma and its effects; JOL, p. 23, n. 7.
On the use of the mantra-like word ~, see TMW, p.
132; Evans-Wentz, p. 302, n. 2.
On 1 sky' or 'celestial space' (nam-mkha'), see BPTP, p.
32; Tantric View of Life, pp. 129-34.

8

THE GREAT TESTAMENT OF CUTTING 'THROUGH

BY MA-CIG LAB-KYI SGRON-MA

The text translated in this section is the original
work of Ma-cig Lab-kyi sgron-ma.

It is the fundamental Ti-

betan work of the bdud-kyi gcod-yul or realm to cut through
spiritual death (Mara) •

According to the III Karmapa Rang-

'byung rdo-rje (1284-1365) this work and Aryadeva's Aryaprajnaparami t·a-upadesa are the inseparable authorities for
the geed.

In fact, the text by Ma-cig and the work by Arya-

deva are found together in the source for.t.his translation.
The text by Ma-cig occurs twice in the compilation from
which it is drawn; the second time, it appears with a commentary interspersed.

Altogether, in the compilation from

which the text is taken, some 450 folios are from the geed
tradition, some as recent as the date of
mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros

mtha~~yas

the!.~ editor~

(1813-99).

'Jam-

The entire

compilation is twelve volumes long; volume 9 is devoted to
the traditions following Dam-pa sangs-rgyas and Ma-cig Labkyi sgron-ma, that is, the

sdug~bsrigal-kyi

zhi-byed or alle-

viation of suffering and frustration and the geed, since
Dam-pa formulated the former and conveyed the text of Aryadeva to Tibet to spur the latter.l
The original, authentic, or 'pia mater'
94

(gzhung) 1:ext
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by Ma-cig is the Shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin-pa zab-mo
gcod-kyi man-ngag, or Oral instru·ction of cutting through in
the profound Prajnaparamita, called briefly the Bka'-tshoms
chen-mo, or Great Testament.

The work by Aryadeva is called

briefly the Tshigs-bcad chen-roo, or Great Verses.
The identity of Aryadeva is somewhat problematic, and
for a long time scholars have

fe~t

that there must have

been two Aryadevas, one the disciple of the Mahayana teacher
Nagarjuna (after 200AD) and the other a writer in
of Tantric thought, possibly eighth century.

·a

milieu

However, in a

collection of biographies of teachers (divine as well as human)of the gcod and zhi-byed, reference is made to three
Aryadevas:
Jina Aryadeva, Acarya Aryadeva, Brahimin Aryadeva,
these three. As to Jina Aryadeva, by throwing off
his kingdom in the manner one throws out §Pittle,
he attained occult powers. As to Acarya Aryadeva,
he learned how to hold to aesthetically moving intuition while a pupil of the Lord Nagarjuna (some
discern in this [Aryadeva] the figure_of the
teacher of Dam-pa sangs-rgyas) . The Aryadeva of
concern here is the Brahimin Aryadeva. He was endowed with six special tra~ts condensing the essence of the Tantra: lY as he for a long time cultivated grammar and logic, none could better him
in debate; 2) as a pan.qita learned in the 22 grammatical exegeses, he could not be demeaned by others; 3) having attained the "diamond body" [rdorje sku, vajrakaya], he transcended the being of
embodiedness without death having mastery over
him; 4) as he breathed in the two winds of appropriate karma, the four external elemental forces
could not d~stress or harm him; 5) having been
face-to-face with his tutelary diety, neither the
elements, nor men nor non-men could hurt or harm
him; 6) having mastered the four Guhyamantra empowerments, he could no~ be confused about the
significance of mantra.
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A comparison of the works of Aryadeva and Ma-cig on the
. gcod clearly shows that Ma-cig relied on Aryadeva for her
vocabulary of the bdud and for some ideas; her work, however,
is quite independent in style and content.
five~

Of the four

o~-._:;.

named in the work of Ma-cig, three appear in the

work of Aryadeva.

Likewise, Aryadeva's statement commending

the observance of ethics and manners and refraining from
deleterious actions, followed by the statement that this
alone is not enough to secure salvation, but rather one must
abandon all dualization of thought into "good' or "bad", is
briefly recapitulated by Ma-cig.3
Only a brief section of Aryadeva's work deals specifically with gcod, for example:
Mind-itself (sems-nyid)is cut off at the root,
Together with cutting through confused emotivity
and the (remaining] five poisons,
And the extremes of vision and motives for integration,
And the experiencer of the practice,
And hopes and fears,
And by virtue of cutting through every egocentric
activity,
Thus gcod is use in ascertainable phrases. 4
Egocentric activity (snyems-byed) is one of the bdud

-

mentioned by Aryadeva that occurs in the work of Ma-cig; the
two others, in his wcrk, are:
Overt involvement in attraction or rejection is
the bdud who is concrete (thog·s-bcas) . 5
As to the one called the non-concrete (thogs-med)
bdud, it is found together with the subject
TSriYems-byed) for the magical tricks of the gods
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and goblins (lha-'dre).6
The bdud in the work of Ma-cig are summarized in Table S:

TABLE.

S

THE FOUR BDUD TO BE CUT THROUGH IN THE WORK OF MA-CIGl
Thogs-bcas bdud

Concrete, of the senses.

Thoqs-med bdud

Not concrete, of the mind.

Dga'-brod bdud

Eagerness for delight.

Snyems-byed bdud

Egocentricity.

lMa-cig Lab-kyi sgron-ma, Shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu
phyin-pa zab-mo gcod-kyi man-ngag, in

~Jam-mgon

Kong-sprul

Blo-gros mtha'-yas, ed., Gdams-ngag-mdzod (Delhi: N. Lungtok
and N. Gyaltsan, 1971), 9,

fol.~-

456.

The first two bdud, thogs-bcas and thogs-med, are comparable to Skandha-mara and Klesa-mara in Mahayana Buddhism
(see Table 2), and snyems-byed occurs in the work of Aryadeva, but dga'-brod is without precedent.
In the Great Testament the annihilation of the bdud imparts a new and authentic being to the practicer.

A bridge

is thrown between ignorance or spiritual darkness and primordial or pristine awareness (ye-shes}, the bridge of mind,
which is at once the "root of the bdud" and the "clear
light".
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In the text, Ma-cig treats the four spiritual deaths
one by one, defining and analyzing them.

Then the course of

spiritual development is taken up: path and goal, separated
into three domains of endeavour: vision, integration of the
vision, and the practice proper enacted from the pePspective
of the goal.

Then the bdud are treated as subsumable in the

fourth member, that bdud which hinges on the inclination to
be ego-centered.
The "letting-go" or "releasing onto their own level" of
the bdud and their proliferations is the remedy to be ap- ..
plied against the bdud within each of six "psychological
realms"; literally, these are the six modes of existence.
Analogies are drawn to illustrate the awakening of the mind
aspiring to Buddhahood.
There is then a remarkable analysis of the "great passing" of the gcod, the bridging of "unknowing" and "great
pristine awareness".

In this section of the text, Ma-cig

draws comparisons between her own and other contemporary
Buddhist perspectives in a manner that is at once lucid and
witty.

The path of gcod, in contrast to other disciplines,

is called "the practice which is not practiced."
As Ma-cig insists, the goal is not to be found through
analogies, yet her analogies are sharp and challengiRg. · .Now
the goal is "unattainable" for "non-attainment" is the goal.
Total liberation means not clinging to anything, freeing
body, speech and mind (the existential make-up of man) to
become the hallmarks of victory over the

~

and the actu-
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alization of liberative modes of being.

Without clinging,

there is the cle-ar light indicative of Buddhahood.
At the end, the title of the work is spelled out.

Ma-

cig's final injunction is to "take up your burden" for the
retreat to dangerous places, i.e. to practice gcod.
The text is outlined after the manner of III Karmapa
Rang-'byung rdo-rje, and the divisions of the text as well
as the headings for the stanzas are also by him; a few interlinear comments on the text, also presumably by the III
Karmapa, have been left in the translation.
To compensate for the omission of Karmapa's commentary
on her text, and to serve as further introduction to the
topic of gcod

and the

affinity between Ma-cig and Aryadeva,

Ma-cig's text is preceded by an extract from the work of
Aryadeva with its own extensive commentary by an unidentified Drung-pa Ru-pa; the translation is by Pha-Dam-pa. It .. is a
brief but definitive introduction, not only to the remainder
of Aryadeva's root-text, but also to the great spirit of Buddhist tradition and the great themes carried out in the creative spirituality of the whole of Ma-cig's work.

FIGURES 11 - 13
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INEXHAUS'TIB:LE NECTAR: A COMMENTARY
-

._.

\A-.
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.._

.,

ON ARYADEVA'S ARYA-PRAJNAP'ARAMI"TA-UPADESA

Salutations to the bodhisattvas and mahasattvas and the
King of Tongues -- Lion-Voiced Manju~ri!

A magQ.ala of sensitivity [center] and farsightedness
[surrounding] is free from the two obscuring and sullying
influences [confused emotions, mistaken notions],
Filling the sky to its limit with a light of heartfelt
responsiveness;
The hot rays of charismatic activity dessicate the vast
sea of sa.Ip.sara,
The Victorious One and his children dispel the gloom of
deficient perceptivity.
The ornaments of the sky, through the precious verbal
transmission,
Bring forth the yogin from the mire of sa~sara,
Fully blooming one thousand petals of confidence,
Overflowing the anthers as rejoicing in festive song.
The confident and dutiful custodian is not unworthy of
gathering the petals,
To distill a festival of inexhaustible nectar;
For those who are endowed with the six procedures of
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This nectar wi.th the root-text is an abundance of satisfaction.

1)

Who is the author?

._

The writer was· B'ram-ze Aryadeva,

who possessed the three refinements of explanation, elaboration, and composition.

Lord of meditation sublime, he was

an expert in awakening perceptivity, ·who gained access to
the original and spirited traditions of both Arya· Nagarjuna
and Acarya Asanga, and he was given sustenance from the en~

ergy from the presiding divine inspirateur, Lion-Voiced Man.,.~

JUSr~.

2)

What sources are relied on for illuminating language

and discernment?

Generally, of the two spiritual careers,

Mahayana and Hinayana, it relies on the Mahayana.

Moreover,

in an ultimate sense the Prajnaparamita relies on the whole
Sutra and Tantra class.

In particular, it relies on the

Su-

tra of the animitta-dharmacakra, hence it relies on the 17
Yum-sras [Mothers and children~ of the Prajnaparamita], etc.
3)

Why is it recommended reading?

Certain intelligent in-

dividuals, having reviewed the evidence for sawsara and the
miseries of the three worlds, will want to bear in mind the
Prajnapar~it~ with which to liberate from that-themselves

and all others.

Because of little diligence or inappropri-

ate livelihood some are unable to discern the meaning of the
Yum, even if they are learned in the viewpoint of the Abhisamayalankara, etc., such'as disclose the hidden meaning of
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the Yum, they may have difficulty following the meaningful
path.

It is written to enable discerning the meaning of the

Praj'napar·am±t!' in those short- moments of difficulty.

Also,

those who comprehend the reso·urces of that point of view together with the vector of sustaining energy possess the capacity to discern the meaning because they are following up
on the trail of Lion-Voiced Manjusri.
4)

How is it written, with what ornaments and signs?

The

ornaments and signs, among many, are meaning, analogy, authoritative texts, people, places, times, things to do.

In

the sense in which it has ornaments and signs they go to .··
show the Prajrtaparamita as the biterldential value of Being
as it is given in the root-text.
5)

The meaning of the rooe-text is shown exhaustively from

head to toe, from the authentic rendition of the title to the salutatory verses to the root-text its·eif with its promise .

--

.

-

.•""'-..._.
.
/
Arya-pra)naparam~ta-upadesa-nama.

'Phags-pa shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin-pa'i

man~ngag

zhes-

bya-ba.

-

'Phags-pa = Arya: Having transcended the stratum of the
three worlds.
Shes-rab

=

prajna: Enhanced awareness which discerns the

true meaning in regard to the apprehension of the
presentation and illumination in the continuum as pris-
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tine awareness which is non-referential individuated
intrinsic perceptivity.
Pha-r·ol·-·tu phyin-pa • paramita: Arrived on the ·other shore .
so far as not to fall into the extreme of either withdrawal or transient engagements on the pailh of the
unity and symmetry of the open dimension of Being and
compassionate responsiveness.
Man-ngag

=

upade~a~ Oral guidance concerned with being of

benefit to disciples with small problems because it
eases expeditionary activity tb.discern the meaning.
Zhes-bya-ba

=

nama: Says,

11

This root-text is so named."

Salutations to all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas! (1. 1)

The Yum through sublime transformation amasses merit.
Think upon the meaning to realize the mind is a wish-fulfilling jewel.

By the sun and moon of discernment (rto·gs) , deficient perceptivity and erroneous conceptions are by-passed,
By the moisture of heartfelt responsiveness, wayfarers are
brought to maturation,
Through adherence, body, speech and mind gather in a pure
field,
The bitendential value of Being arrived to the limit [is led
by] Lion-:Voiced Ma'ilju'S"ri.

( 11. 2-5)
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How_ .a;re they. gathered?

By adherering to this text.

Whex-e are they g.atae;r.ed? ·

Th~Y. ent·~.ed-

_the uncontrived

halon of Being and instantaneci>us non-referential continuity.
Like the sun and moon, discernment is the pristine
awareness

which is nan-referential perceptivity.

By the

power of that the habitual patt·erns of deficient perceptivity, obscuring awareness, and the proliferation of erroneous
concepts, obscuring emotivity, both are left behind. The capacity to value oneself is peaked, pristine awareness which
is sensitive is the charismatic
heartfelt

responsiveness~

by the falling rain,

activity enacted as loving

as a flower is brought to maturity

the capacity to value others is peaked

with Lion-Voiced Ma~jusri.
In what manner are they gathered?

As Manjusri is both

the root teacher and the divine inspirateur, they gather
towards him as the effori;less realization of the bitendential value of Being.

The essence of what is to be revealed is free of a root,
Non-duality is the meaning of the Prajnij?ararnita,
It is free from the referential extremes of eternalism,
nihilism, etc.,
As to its-power, it is spoken for the sake of the wayfarer.
(11. 6-9)

Who says so?

'Phags-pa lha [=Aryadeva].

What is he talking about?

The "Tweleve apothegems of

revelation" or the precious Tripi).aka's ultimate revelation,
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that is the Prajrtapa;r·amita.

Parted from clinging to the

noti.on of a lasting and abiding ego which is the root of
satns'ara as well as from deviating constructs which are entangled with duality

['Prafnaparamita' s] meaning expresses

'without birth' ('skye-med) .
In what mode is it expressed?
controt'erti~yexpressed

The significance is in-

as being beyond any of an#objective

situation's eight referential extremes.
It originated from-whieh situational-patterning?
Not a stopping nor birth, not lasting nor cut off, not coming nor going, not in any sense reducible nor is it in-:creased.

Propositions near and far are

que~led.

So it was

said, "Salutations to him, that reliable One who eases emancipation which is

complete~·"

For whom is it recommended?

It should be adopted by
level.

bodhisattvas at the first spirit

It is useful

to wayfarers, as well, since it is of practical benefit to
everyone according to their capacity.

Further, following

up on the Prajrlcrparamita's triad of meaning, path, and root
text, there is the goal which is the realization of a pristine awareness which wtth the mind of Buddha is non-dual.
Now, the meaning is the discerning awareness arrived on the
other shore, and the path is its realization, and the text
is that which demonstrates both.

In explanation of the use

of Prajnaparamita, Dinnaga has said:
The P'rajrtapiramita is non-dual,
That pristine awareness is the One-come-to-bliss,

1.07
Because .it has the understanding of what is to be
r.ealized,
It is the word fot the text and the path.
The demonstration is this root-text.

What is shown is

the meaning, boldly speaking, together with the meaning of
the words, incontrovertibly shown to bear affinity-to the
present work and its elucidation as the necessity of energy
to discern the meaning which follows in the tracks of and
discerns receptivity to experience.

The goal -- to realize

Buddhahood -- is the necessity of necessities.

As to being

possessed of four topics (chos), the commentary shows the
appropriate signs of sublime realization.
There are three senses to the text: brief, expanded,
and appended.
There are three parts to the first:

the means to rest

in harmony body, speech and mind, the existential of mind,
explanation of the benefits of discerning that vision.

As

to the first of these:

Rest in the word with- the three strata of note.

(1.

10)

This is the extraordinary method of understanding the
Prajnaparamita, relying on the many varieties of samadhi
mentioned in the Yum, the oral guidance in creatively imagining (sgom) those samadhis.
The three strata of note are body, speech and mind, the
three.
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As to the

meani~g

of

11

wo.rd", the. self-identity of the

three. gates to liberation, that is ·the P"rajnaparamita•. Rest
on that.
By the way, to make cle·ar the habit-patterns of the six
affinities,

the -mature body has the habit-pa:tterns of the

six affinities in the mind through g·uhyamant·ra; as to the
seed syllables of the six affinities being in speeech: at
the heels tri, at the privates pre, at the navel du, at the
heart nri, at the throat

~'

on the crown a.

By the gradual

collection from below [ u}?, ·0 .£] the habit-patterns relying
on that support,

~~e

admixture of intrinsic perceptivity with

the continuum clears out deviation and understands it as
utter openness.
:_At. the time of giving the oral guidance to the stu-

dent, he should first have made an ·expanded attitude going
for refuge as shown below.
Second, as to explaining the existential basis for expanding one's attitude:

The intrinsic perceptivity of the unaltered teaching is
recognizance,
Mind turns out to be the root of saxpsara and nirva{la,
Therein, motive and circumstance nowhere obtain,
Without birth, at one stroke

f~self-identity

Climension of Being. (11. 11-14)

is the open
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:ror anyone· relyi!lg on th.is method, the root intention
of both s·aJ»sara and nirvana is recognized by: intrinsic perception; bei.ng and nothingness , praise and blame, etc. , have
been cut off.

Coming to settle the mind, one comes to set-

-

tle everywhere sagtsara and nirvapa.
.

To cite Saraha,
Mind-its~af alone is the seed of all,
Wherever spring forth transience and that beyond
misery,
Bestowing all the fruits of des·ire,
Salutations to the mind like a wish-fulfilling
jewell

In that case, if there is not motive f'or the mind, no
circumstance is generated, nor obtains as

colour and shape.

At a single stroke, there is 'without birth' and a stratum
that is root-less which is self-identical with the open dimension of Being, that mas not gone beyond all Dharma, however; that is fundamental.
Third, in regard to the benefits of discerning that
viewpoint:
In discerning it to be so, as in pulling out the trunk,
Not even the branches of discrimination will come to birth.

(11. 15-16)

Having severed the root of mind, samsara does not return later; having cut off the stream of delusive coursing,
attain a degree of freedom.
Although the experiential adoption of the admixture
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of intrinsic perceptivity with the continuum will be shown
below in the expanded IsenseJ, the .... method of this textual
discipline is not well-known to others, and because of this
oral instruction•s particular profundit:.y,
planation given above.

there is the ex-
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THE GREAT TESTAMENT. OF CUTTING THROUGH

BY MA-CIG LAB-KYI SGRON-MA

Salutations to Prajnaparamita~
There are three sections to the Great Testament:

l-

1) Significance of the head or brain (klad)

stanzas

3.

2) Spinal matter (gzhung)

stanzas 4 - 55.

3) Tailbone or appendage · (rnjug)

stanzas 55 - 60.

( 1)

l.A The salutation.
Salutations to the continuum transcending any objectification,
Non-referential, ineffable, unimaginable, incomprehensibly
spontaneous!

(2)
l.B Herald of the title.
This is 'Che Great Tes·tament of Cutting Through.

(3)

l.C Promise of the text.
For the sake. of the [readers, however] few, the text is ar-
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ranged in logical sequence.

(4)

2. A Brief explanation •

----

The root of spiritual death (bdud, Mara) is the mind (sems);

----

----

Whenever intrinsic cognition (rig) takes appearance {snang)
for an objective situation (yul),
Having appropriated the objective situation the mind is
poisoned,
Through attraction and involvement it is consumed by spiritual death.

There are three sections elaborating stanza 4:
1) Differentiation [of the bdud]

stanzas 5 - 32

2) Analogy

stanzas 33 - 43

3) Without analogy

stanzas 44 - 54

(5)

2.B Spiritual death is divided into four parts.
The concrete (thogs-bcas) bdud (depends on an external locus) and the non-concrete ("thogs-med) bdud (depends on
inward prideful inquiry),
The pleasure-seeking (dga'-brod) bdud (depends on an infatuation with values) and the egocentric · (snyems-byed)
bdud (dichotomic thinking which cleaves to dualities),
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They are all subsumed under the eg.ocentric bdud.

(6)

2.B.l Recognizing the thogs-bcas bdud as one's own proliferations.
[The following is] Synonomous with the thogs-bca:s bdud:
When

appearance is a 'hard fact• for the senses,

By virtue of appfopriating the

1

hard facts' one is bound to

saiJtsara;
As critical analysis comes to a stop, there is the thogsbca·s bdud.

(7)
2.B.l.a Establishing evidence for the above.
Now, colour-form (gzugs) is devoid of any essence by which
it is colour-form;
One should envision an utter openness without being attached
to colour-form;
If one is not attached to colour-form as a 'hard fact',
One is freed from the bdud of nihilism;
Since the openness is not imagined to be in the mind,
One is completely released from the bdud of eternalism;
Colour-form is an appearance, it is not yet an obstruction,
When non-appropriation is a 'hard fact', its appearance is
illuminating.
It is the same way [for the other senses] sound, taste, tac-
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tile sensation, and
[the sixth sense] The faculty of mentation are liberated.
Now, the faculty of mentation is the ·thogs·-med bdud, but
When [appearance] comes through the doors of the senses,
It is described as the thogs-bcas bdud,
Appearing before the senses.
It is free in itself by virtue of which an immediate cutting
through is indicated,
Yet it is inseparable from dullness and obduracy [as the object world] .

( 8)

2.B.2 Recognizing feelings as the thogs-med
With regard to the mode of existence of the

bdud.
thogs-roe\i..~

bdud,

The faculty of mentation fashions [the notions of] good and
evil,
Discrimination in itself incurs fragmentation,
So to describe the thogs-med bdud.
The productions of the mind, without exception,
The good lha and clinging to the lha,
The evil 'dre and clinging to the 'dre,
As the hopes and fears of mentation are flashing,
The bdud is oneself being blinded by the self.
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(9)

2.B.2.a Discerning the abo.ve to be free-in-itself.
Wherever

attention and selection stir,

Within the lucidity and great depths of the continuum of
reality (chos-dbyings),
It is analogous to vast Ocean which cannot move outside itself,
[Although] Eddies and billows are there;
For those discerning ones who see it thusly,
Imputations and embellishments are unnecessary, let them be
on their own level,
They are free within the continuum without the advent of
benefit or adversity,
Reality itself emerges on its own in the continuum.
Jealousy and envy are nowhere situated to be realized,
Hindrancesare not things, they are mind's own productions.

(10)

2.B.3 Brief explanation of the

dga'~brod

bdud.

As to the mode of existence of the dga'-brod bdud,
Ther~

is the ordinary (chun-mongO bdud and the supreme
(rnchog) bdud,

They arise from the mind in situations which 'miss• the··:

point'.
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(11)

2.B.3.a Generally, attraction to val.ue is the bdud of the
path.
Not coming to harm from the •·dre at a dangerous place,
Rousing a vainglorious attitude cis the dga•·-brod bdud;
Snqns of power, products of spiritual power,
Given charitably, [as] valuables and cornucopia, are the
diversionary bdud;
Profit and fame, competitors and detractors, are the bdud
of commercial ventures;
Gathering in circles of admirers with companions who give
children,
Conceding concrete attainments due to the lha and 'dre,

--

---

Seeking after pleasure is the dga'-brod bdud.

(12)

2.B.3.b The ordinary dga'-brod bdud is like a dream.
Wherever and however there are values (yon-tan) ,
Intellection should not be making a duality of object and
intention;
Values are transparent, not to be clung to,
Like a dream which is a transparent objective reference,
Its very nature is an exercise in disengagement,
Like a rare lustre gleaming by itself,
Emerging of itself to adorn itself;
Without a motive for the arousal of a vainglorious attitude,
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If it is aroused [mind] is poisoned by clinging to a situation which misses the. point;
This [Ma-cig's] method which is a supreme practice is without the clinging,
To broaden the minds of those endowed with intelligence.

(13)

2. B. 3. c Briefly, first recognize the supreme dga •·-br·od bdud
as the bdud of paths of non-understanding and secondly
as the bdud of the goal as an artifice of intellect.
There are two aspects to the supreme dga-brod bdud:
They are described on the path and at the goal.

(14)

2.B.3.d Elaborating the supreme dga•·-brod bdud.
Pleasure with a vision (lta) which is beyond discursive
thought,
Pleasure with creative imagination (sgom) while in equanimity,
Pleasure with practice (spyod) separate from discrimination,
Clinging to the experience of these pleasures of the path,
Even slightly, when acted upon in objective situations,
Precludes furtherance on the path, it is the karma of a bdud.
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(15)

2.B.3.d Awareness of symbols furthers on the path: the vision dawns on its own, being obs·ervable without an observing subject.
Visions and creative imagination are depicted in symbols,
Without a basis to affect the certainty of the faculty of
mentation,
Whatever emerges doesn't have to be a hindrance,
Don't arouse thoughts about the vision,
It comes through the continuum in equanimity and impartially,
Not speculating is the supreme gcod.

(16)
2.B.3.e In creative imagination there is no creator.

Everything is the self-product of mind, hence,
The adept in creative imagination will not begin to integrate [everything] at once;
Any of various sentiments emerge,on j:heir own,
Be bright, shine, be clear,
Bright as

unaltered~:neaning

(don),

Shine with positive discernment (rtogs),
Be clear into freedom's own level,
Like oil poured into oil,
Settle down in mentation which is not a self-production,
That is t.he. supreme creative imagination.
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(17)

2.B.3.f Visions terminate when forced; practice is to be
acting for onese·lf.
Practice frees intrinsic potentials, yet,
If nihilism is practiced nothing gets done.
The emergence of equanimity is not to be manipulated as a
friend,
Nor as a foe; knowing it to be a self-product,
The release is liberation without end;
Mastering extraordinary discernments,
The practice is not limited within a fixed regime,
What has not been discerned for oneself cannot be practiced;
Dualistic tfioughtshould be trampled underfoot,
(It has been called the essence of bdud)
Keep confidently to the sustaining energies (byin•rlabs)
of Dam-pa [sangs-rgyas],
Whose verbal instructions with the endorsed methods this is,
Therefore, when discernment stirs,
This oral guidance speaks with certainty,
A practice transcending every objective situation,
Is non-practice which is the supreme practice.

(18)

2.B.3.g The oral teachings which cut through the dangers of
the path transcend intellectual apprehension of experience
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Without taking anything at all as an. experience,
There is· receptivity to ·[raw] experience;
Concerning experience, awareness is known as an experience
of the intellect,
In an absolutely realistic sense, there is no thing to be
enjoyed [as object without observer] ,
Being receptive to experience, experience reality itselfi
Who cuts through the appearances of intellect as objective
situations, [and]
Adheres to non-attraction to objective situations in experience [Q. ;A:]
The path of supreme liberation is the presence of the
teacher.

(19)

2.B.3.h The bdud which is an artifice of intellect is the
bdud of attraction as an encumbrance at the goal.
Concerning the bdud of the goal, this
Refers to the goal of the philosophical systems (grub-mtha')
of the spiritual career (theg-pa),
,
Of the Sravaka-buddha and Pratyeka-buddha, and the like,
Because they are longing for the three existentials (skugsum) as the way out [of scup.sara] ,
The burden of longing is a bdud upon the quest.
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( 20)

2.B.3.i Being its.e•l.f is not [something] attained.
With regard to the intrinsic identity (ra·ng-bzhin) of the
triad body, speech and mind,
These are the three existentials in terms of the goal,
hence,
Buddhahood will not be realized apart from them;
If one tried f·or achievement by leaving behind oneself,
Even for a few millions of aeons,
There would be no realization through the meditation;
Without seeking, without meditating, let it be present-asitself,
Being without expectations is the supreme cutting through,
Wihtout expectation and far from the extremity of dread,
Having cut through the knot of clinging,
Buddhahood is certain.

(21)

2.B.4 Brief explanation of the snyem.s-hyed bdud.
As said above, the four divisions of the bdud
Are subsumed under the egocentric bdud.

(22)
2.B.4.a The thogs-bcas bdud has its moment lasting until
the vision.
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As; coming to think of objective ref·eJ:ences (yul) as concrete,
So1 the thogs-bcas bdud has been described.

(23)

2.B.4.a.l Knowing the above to be apart from a root.
[As to] Attraction and aversion in objective situations
which are concretized,
One has only to discern the root -- ego.
As in the analogy of the smoke escaping from between the
chinks
In a chimney; having beheld the blazing hearth, it's as if
[the smoke] dispersed itself,
So cut through the knot of ego to free the clinging to concreteness,
As to suppressing an objective situation, it needn't be the
opposition,
Discern the thogs-bcas bdud as rootless,
In that way, the various bdud are certainly cut through.
To give an example, it's like a magician's
Present.ation, [seemingly there] although the inclination
to be attracted to it

is not

ar~used;

In this case, cutting through the knot.of ego,
While cutting through there is a not yet having cut through,
If discernment is free from the root, the union is no match,
The continuum of reality cbnies freely in depth,
Effortlessly, its facets are bared.
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(24)
2.B.4.b The thogs-med bdud hasits·moment in the five proliferations of the root snyems-byed bdud.
Thogs-med bdud is subsumed under the snyems-byed bdud also.
The five poisons, confused emotivity and the ilk,
Are nowhere to be seen, yet one is afraid of the 'dre,
No one can lay a finger on them, yet one has high hopes of
the lha,
That way, objective situations are disposed as hope-and fear,
To proliferate egocentricity; it is the snyems-byed bdud.

(25)

2.B.4.b.l Free of the above, there is liberation from the
six families of existence and discernment of six pristine awarenesses.
Irritation and aversion are free on their own level, yet,
Cutting through the bdud of blazing hells,
Cutting through the root of egocentricity one comes out,
Achieving a mirror-like

p~istine~awareness;

Desire and attachment are also free on their

o~n

level,

Cut through the root of egocentricity,
Achieve an intuitively discerning pristine awareness,
Liberated from the hungry and thirsty unappeased manes;
Intellectual dullness is free on its own level,
Cut through the root of egocentricity,
Attain a pristine awareness of the reality. continuum,
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Free of the beaten and driven animals;
Jealousy and envy are free on their own level,
Cut through the root of egocentricity,
Attain the pristine awareness which is completely fulfilling,
Liberated from the fleeting co-operation of humankind;
Self-adulation is free on its own level,
Cutting through the root of egocentricity,
Attain a pristine awareness of equanimity,
Free from the fighting and quarrelling fallen [gods] ;
Not having cut through the knot of ego, the five poisons
remain, but
Cutting through ego is pristine awareness of freedom itself.

(26)

2.B.4.c The experience of "not-I" through the door of
analogy.
Thus they are all subsu.Ttled under snyems-byed bdud.
Like the snow-leopard on the white heights,

Without an ego, if one has courage,
Anxiety and apprehension are not aroused, and
The materializing appearance of the lha-'dre does not cause
fear;
Were the oral teachings to be refined over a hundred times,
Know it to be a magical illusion of oneself,
Proceed with a great practice which is creative and certain,
Having cut through the persistence of memory, creative imagination is unnecessary,
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Hence one is at liberty to discern what dawns within,
Rather like the outbreak of contagion;
Cutting through with discernment free from a root, this
Oral guidance is quite beyond everything.

I

(27)

2.B.4.c.l Discernment which does not cut through is a snare,
the vision and practice are in unity and symmetry.
If one cannot completely cut through, even with discernment,
It's like the sword depending upon its fire-tempered [qualities],
Seized with fear one may see [the sword] without avail;
The yogin combining vision with creative imagination,
Is a warrior

~hefting

a [worthy] blade, and

Overcomes all hostile forces; likewise,
Without egocentricity the bdud are wiped out of the continuUin.

( 28)

2.B.4.c.2 From cutting off snyems-byed bdud comes 8uddhahood.
E-ma-ho~

Cutting through egocentricity is itself the quelling of the
bdud,
By discerning them to be apart from a root, there is supreme
Buddhahood.
Come to unimpeded self-dignity,
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Come now, be this way, get into 9utting through.

(29)

2.B.4.d.l The ordinary dga'-brod bdud also is subsumed
under egocentricity.
Ordinarily, delighting in the entities of reality,
Supremely, in delight at the goal,
Egocentricity perpetuates itself,
As an attraction to a fixation it becomes a bdud.

( 30)

2.B.4.d.l.a Second, enlarging upon non-attachment.
Concerning non-attachment arising by itself,
Non-egocentricity is said to be the persistence of the
existential of Being itself.

(31)

2.B.4.d.2 The supreme dga'-brod bdud is eagerness (bred).
The three existentials are the goal in themselves,
Do not attempt to find them elsewhere.

(32)

2.B.4.d.2.a Knowing the above to be without egocentricity.
Compare to sawsara free on its own level,
The transcendence of affliction without seeking,
Compare to discrimination dawning on its own a colour-form,
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Non-discrimination without its being expressly imagined;
Therefore, as with all notions centered on ego,
Since the mind in its pure state is not something you can
touch,
Let be the pure state in overall harmony.

The differentiation [of the bdud] has conveyed the significance of the practice as far as the path of application
(sbyor-lam) by means of gcod.

(33)

2.B.S.:a The exoteric meaning guided with analogy: in "loading up" is the path of tantra.
To set it straight by means of analogy,
The yogin attending to the oral teachings
Is like a chick being nourished;
The one who renders only lip-service to the oral teachings
Is like a chick who exhibits death by starvation,
One knows for sure who wanders into

SaJill.S~ra.

(34)

2.B.S.a.l Together with the above, in discerning for oneself
there is benefit to others.
Like a healthy mother yak rearing a calf,
Realizing a feeling of kindred for its peers,
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She cares. for the. calf and others ;
When it comes to. cutting through the knot of ego in oneself,
Sentient beings who have liberated themselves,
Understand the significance of others.

(35)
2.B.S.b An attempt to discern the bdud apart from a root.
The birds of four continents are effortlessly viewed
By the great eagle hovering in space;
Unafraid of the precipices and dangerous spots,
The lesser birds and their feathered-fellows far below.
In the same way, having cut through the knot of ego,
The four bdud are discerned as apart from a root,
The 'dre and bdud and their ilk are far away,
The three inferior modes of existence are not frightening,
As to a practice in the entities of reality motivated by
and oriented toward,
Diminution of awareness [that is] apart from a root for certain,
Like leaving not only the branches but the whole tree trunk.

(36)

2.B.S.b.l Concerning the cutting awareness in the above.
The yogin discerning separation from a root,
Knows attention and selection to be

intidental,

Practice among the entities without acceptance or rejection,
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Seeing colo·ur-forrn behold the existential of consciousness,
Hearing sound listen to the rapport of intelligence,
Look at the sentient response in mind,
See the motive and goal as inseparable.

(37)

2.B.S.c By way of the door of

anal~gy;

mentation is nothing.

As to the resources for allowing the sitting in creative imagination,
Resemble a statue ,.,ithin a temple,
Unmindful, as if without the mannerisms of sentience,
Reposing in a natural posture with blooming cheeks;
When positioning the body for bliss (bde),
That their should be no affectation goes without saying,
Say that the mental posture is simply there without being an
objective reference,
Therefore let go in spontaneous non-reflection;
Sentiments not cut off are the traces of discrimination,
Like a flash of lightning doubling back upon itself in the
sky,
Let go of emergent thoughts of dichotomy just like that;
Like the wateryness of the vast ocean,
Which cannot leave itself, spontaneously let go,
The appearance and timing of discrimination resembles the
waves,
Naturally, it is the continuum of reality.
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(38)

2.B.S.c.l

Allowing relaxation that is not artificial.

The words of the Jina (rgyal-ba) could not be untrue,
Mara (bdud) tells made-up deceits,
Settle the matter on its own level with certainty,
Like a patient taking a turn for the worse,
Lets the six senses function without a pause,
Like a person finishing a task,
Lets go in the naturalness of blissful intellection,
Like an infant seeing its mother,
Unable to do anything for itse3!f it must settle for her
presence.

(39)

2.B.S.c.2 Transcending saipsara with awareness that attention
and selection have no ultimate validity.
If one-:· shouldered a corpse, warily,
Through areas of contagion and in dangerous places and such,
Going ahead without attachment,
Let mind-itself be in the womb of the Great Mother (yum),
However attention and selction come into awareness, why,
The Great Mother in "the process of the mind as it manifests
itself" is pointed out;
Like a mute having a decent meal,
Break down conceptualization into its constituent parts,
Quitting saijtsara quite transcends miserable states.
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E-ma-ho~

That effortless accomplishment intends abundant enjoyment.

(40)

2. B. 5. d Adopting a demeanour which s,urpasses confused emotivity.
Now, to explain the practice with an analogy,
It is as if that guardian of the door called "Black, vicious
and vexatious",
Inasmuch as he ·continues in the manner of anger and cruelty,
Never aroused a confused emotion;
Upon entering a posture, purposefully enhance it,
To practice non-discrimination of attraction and aversion,
The path is the overcoming of obstacles as the mode of
practice peaks;
Like fish swimming in the sea,
Going where they please without fear or want;
Like cutting through the mountains in a coracle,
Altogether · transcend attraction and repulsion.

( 41)

2.B.S.d.l As the practice gains depth, everything is of
assistance.
In practice,
It serves no purpose to get into subject and object,
Practice should be without appropriation,
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Dreaming defies objectivization and moreover
Comes

nat~ally

without being something you can point out,

even
Were onets tutelary divinity to materialize,· still
It is

the mind proliferating fancies,

In that case, it is one's own mind and none other,
Cutting through in oneself one's own appearance,
The objective reference of another is without affinity and
cannot do harm,
For example, take the venomous serpents of India [unknown in
Tibet] .

( 42)

2.B.S.e Having discerned the significance, nothing has been
attained.
To explain the goal with an analogy,
Oil may not be white,
But whiteness can be seen in an oil slick,
Just by seeing that whiteness on the surface of the oil for
what it is,
One needn't go someplace

~lse

for white (colour];

In the same way, one may not have achieved actual Bujdhahood,
but
Buddhahood in. its actuality may be seen in the margins of
the mind,
Simply by seeing that near-reach of the mind for what it is,
Buddhahood from elsewhere needn't be sought.
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( 43)

2.B.S.e.l Certainly, oneself a Buddha is.
Free of a root, eschewing subjectivity, being higher than
anything,
In that case from elsewhere there is nothing to be gained,
Discern it to be like that, quelling the bdud,
Moreover, of themselves their proliferations are quelled.

Analogy has gone as far as the explanation and carrying of
the significance of the practice on a path via gcod.

(44)

2.C.l Concerning wandering into the error of intrinsic
identity.
Without perceptivity (rig), in intellectual darkness (gtimug), there is yet the reality-continuum,
Gone astray by perceiving and appropriating objective references.

( 45)

2.c.l.a The philosophical systems are seen as erroneous.
As there arises a perception of a singularity
di~isible

[over~arching

There is sawsara

strati~fied

~within]

in-

unity],
in three worlds I and

Going astray into the s·trata of the six families of being,
Whatrs more, as perceptivity strays into a caricature of
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itself,
Not only the worthwhile (chos) one should see but also the
stages (rim-pa) of a spiritual

care~r,

and

In vision, creative imagination and at the goal, perceptivity goes astray.
Nihilists percej;ve an objective reference as not there,
Eternalists perceive an objective reference as permanent,

""Sravaka

[-yana] perceives an objective reference aatappre-

hendable and apprehender (gz·ung-'dzin),
Pratyekabuddha ['-yana] perceives a pattern of situations
(rten~'brel)

in the open dimension of Being (stong-

nyid),
Gittamatra perceives perceptivity itself as the mind (sems),
Madhyamika perceives what is apart from propositions (spros'bral) in whatever is (yin),
Father Tantras perceive bliss (bde) and lucidity (gsal) as
motility (rlung),
Mother Tantras perceive bliss and openness (stong) in revelation ('debs) ,
Resourcefulness joined with awareness (thabs-shes) sees itself as not two {gnyis-med) ,
Mahamudra holds what is beyond intellection (blo-ldan-'das),
Great eompletion (rdzogs-chen) maintains greatness (yin.. che)
from the beginning

(~)

,

Seen in that way, all are perceptive,
With perception

perceivi~g

within an objective situation,

But the owner of the objective situation (yul-can) is no-
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where there,
Without the objective reference the.re is no percept for the
mind,
Sa,y where is the.re a percept to be caught in perception.

(46)

2.C.2 Intellectual darkness becomes pristine awareness.
Non-perception (rig-rned), thence this intellectual fog,
Has been spoken of

by the Jina as great pristine awareness,

Error is eschewed wiizhout perception, without appropriating
an objective reference,
Inasmuch as the appearance of an objective situation is released from intellection,
Without exception the knots of ego are cut through,
Without an objective reference, where is the perceiving
subject?

(47)

2.C.2.a Appearance is understood as one's own production.
So far as there is the awareness (shes) that perception has
gone astray,
Perception is nothing that can be clung to however it seems
to be so,
Which goes to show that it emerges in and of itself without
being fabricated,
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Seeing the way it is intended, it is as if it were never
there.·

( 48)

2.C.3 The s·tratum is no fabrication, it was not made up by

Buddha.
The Great Mother who is absolutely pregnant with meaning,
Is the stratum Cgzhi) of s·axp.s'ara and transcendence both,
Addressed by the Buddha in the three times,
As the stratum enacting motherhood without giving birth.

(49)

2. c. 3. a There is discernment with out the clinging (' dzin) .
Buddhahood was never an artifice,
As "without giving birth" expands the mind,
The birthless is the stratum unmade by anyone,
As nothing is made up, the splitting of the stratum is cut
off.

(50)

2.C.4 Discerning the four bdud as invalid; here, openness

and responsive mind (thugs) are in unity and symmetry.
Genuine, not counterfeit,
Not an artifice; proceed with certainty [of liberation],
Appearance is openness when not counterfeited by mind,
Here is the direct path without eternalism or nihilism,
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Where there is no fabrication there are no two ways about it,
Free of the bdud who surround a forked road,
The obscuration of intellect is fulsome on its own level.

The eradication of intellectual obscuration on the path of
creative imagination (sgom) is completed.

(51)

2.C.4.a To discern the sense is liberation from saittsara.
Colour-form and feelings, conceptualization [and motivation
and perception] ,
When not fabrications of the mind as certainties,
Then there is liberation from the status of the triple
world,
Without becoming a 'dre in saiJlsara;
When nothing at all is construed in the mental works,
Habit-forming tendencies (bag-chags) do not arise and the
spiritual grounds and the five paths are completedi
Concerning the faculty of mentation, non-artifice is the
supreme path,
The Jina has

sp~ken

to this effect to reassure you,

The productions of the mind needn't be ofustructed,
They are free in their own territory in likeness of a mirage,
Yogins of discernment see it thusly,
(The above two

~ines

do not constitute an analogy)

•
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Purged of panic the practice is not potentia11y stopab1e,

Anything one does is progress along the path,

Without doing anything, the.re is the path.

(52)
2.c.5 Nothing is attained at the goal.
It· was said that nothing is attained at the goal,
Yet it was also said that the three existentials are the
goal;
Speaking now in a candid sense,
All the analogies and figures of speech and the like,
Do not make for so much as one atom of certainty (of liberation from

saws~ra]

.

(53)

2.C.5.a There is no significance to results of attainment.
In attainment, that which is obtained falls to one extreme,
On the other shore of sawsara it is transcended;
Concerning arrival on the far shore (pha-rol phyin-pa) ,
It is not to be attained as an objective reference in intellection,
In the intellect, that attainment is the entitativeness of
S a.Jl\S·ar a ,

Without having discernment without attainment at the goal,
Longing for attainment, no matter how you try, nevertheless,
Liberation will not be realized.
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(54)
2.C.S.b There is no sense to an intellect which is not free.
If the infatuation with entities is not eliminated from the
intellect,
There comes a practice about as worthwhile as an intellectual obsession,
Not only that which is worthwhile becomes a binding association,
But also the oral

teach~ngs

may bequile, then

Since Buddhahood is not an artifice,
Whenever attainment is found to be fraudulent,
Toward the counterfeit do not have a mental attraction,
-Toward the worthwhile that is a fabrication do not.have
great expectations.

(55)

2.C.S.c The three existentials are discerned without the
clinging.
Not clinging to the body is the standard of victory,
Not clinging to speech is the proclamation of victory,
Not clinging to mentality is the sovreign victor,
Without clinging there is the clear light

('od~gsal),

Buddha-intentionality is not discovered elsewhere.
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The tail begins.

(56)

3.A Through.the door of the meaning of the ·title.
E-ma-ho!
Gcod

cutting through dichotomic thought,

Bka'

its. very nature is not to waver,

Tshoms -- the verse.

(57)

3.B.l Resourcefulness is receptivity to experience as an
"inner wealth" (nan-tan) apart from the intellect.
The erstwhile enterprise to explain the joy of experience,
Is beyond any referential or object setting,
It is separate from the intellect which enjoys the experience.

(58)

3.B.2 This is a marvelous instruction.
The dangerous places and the like, moments for cutting
through,
Are like the scorching flame of a torch,
With regard to the advice to take up cutting through to
prevent reversals,
It is akin to the concern I ·have for you,
Like the wondrous removal of that burning torch.
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(59)

3.13.3 Looking at the loading of the burden.
The issue of loading the burden is to be enriched in understanding,
When all that is worthwhile is not assumed as the burden
How will the antidotes of peace and bliss ("zhi-hde)

beef~·-

fective?

(60)

3.13.4
Go~

It is important to retreat into the mountains.

Journey to retreats among dangerous places,

Don't be misled by the verses and analogies,
From which spiritual nourishment does not arise; keep to the
meaning of the candid verses,
It is better to enrichen experience in dangerous places.

Without analogy the teachings explain and carry the meaning
of the unity and symmetry of vision and practice.
You will follow the oral teachings of this teacher, reckoning
uppermost the eradication of discursive thinking.

The Shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu phytn-pa'i man-ngag is the work
of Ma-cig, her Great· Testament of Cutting Through. Macig Lab-kyi sgron-ma's pristine awareness travels in
space (ye·.;shes mkha'- 'gro-ma) .
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NOTES

. l ..~ Jam~gQn .Kong-sprul .Blo'!"'gros Jntha •.~yas 1 comp .. , . ·
G'd.cuns Nag· ·l1d'zod :· a· ·treasury o"J:· inst·ructions and ·techniques
~o<:r; ·spi:ri:tual tealizati9n 1 . 9.
Delhi.: N. Lungtok and N.
Gyal tsan I 19·11. ·

J.

.........

Gdams-n:gag-rndzod (GDMZ) , fols. 480f.

4· GDMZ, fol. 490.
5 GDMZ, fol. 491.
6· GDMZ, fol.

492.
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CONCLUSION

The present work is an introduction to the life and
teachings of Ma-cig Lab-kyi sgron-ma.

As seen in Table 1,

Ma-cig's birthdate is generally given as 1055AD; according
to her biography as translated in Section 7, she lived for
ninety-eight years, i.e. until 1153.
A survey of Western literature on Ma-cig and the gcod
(cutting through) showed that she is not unknown to the West,
but also showed that very little is known of her or her role

in the transmission and origination of the teachings of gcod.
It was seen that there was evidence that a hitherto unremarked list of the spiritual deaths to be cut off according
to another Tibetan school of thought and practice actually
originated with Ma-cig.

This could not be proven without a

study of the various representations of spiritual death (Mara)
in Buddhist development; nor can the Tibetan concept of
spiritual death (bdud) be appreciated without a review of the
role of the bdud in pre-Buddhist Tibetan thought.
Then a Tibetan history of religions was examined for
original information of Ma-cig and the gcod.

It was seen

that the role of Aryadeva in the gcod may be glossed over by
Tibetan accounts, and that wri t·ers of diffe.rent schools of
thought approach the subject-matter from different points of
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view, depending on the philosoE>hical tendencies of [:.the
school.
Finally, based an clues offered by the literature about
Ma-cig, the authentic and

origina~

gcod are recovered and translated.

teachings of Ma-cig on
The· Great Test·ament of

Cutting· Through conveys the original spirit and doctrine of
Ma-cig's gcod.
It seems that an authoritative biography of Ma-cig, and
certainty about her dates, would be dependent on a collation
of the various biographies of Ma-cig, together with an examination of the dates of her contemporaries; such an exhaustive study is beyond the present work's scope.

It is

also clear that there are other, and possibly some undiscovered works by Ma-cig to be translated to present a complete picture of the range and depth of the teachings of Macig.
Also, the teaching of Aryadeva on the gcod would make a
useful and complementary study for this topic; such a study
might firm up the identification of this figure and his contribution to the gcod, previously unknown to the West in this
role.
Finally, to sum up the teachings of Ma-cig on the gcod,
it appears that spiritual death is not apart from one's own
mind, and that only be severing the root - the notion of
Ego - may all the spiritual deaths and their proliferations
be laid to rest.

Buddhahood, likewise, is not to be dis-

covered apart from one's own self; it is a self-realization.
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LIST

Bka'-gter

=

O;F

ABBREVIATIONS

Geed- ul nyon-mon s ·zhi·-byed .. kyi bka' -gter

l·a-ma. brgyud-pa ·~ rnam-thar byJ.n-r a s
gter-mtsho, Gangtok, 1972.
=

Chos-'byung

Buddhist Philosophy in Theory and Practice,
Baltimore, 1972.

= z·hi·-byed dang gcod-yul kyi skor in Gdamsngag-mdzod, 9, New Delhi, 1971.

GDMZ

=

Zhi-byed dang gcod-yul kyi chos-'byung in
Gcod kyi chos-skor, New Delhi, 1974.

Evans-Wentz

=

Tibetan Yo·ga and Sec:ret Doc·trines, 2nd ed. ,
London, 1958.

JOL

=

Jewel ornament of ·Liberation, Berkeley, 1971.

KBT

=

Kindly Ben·t to Ease· Us, 3 vols. , Berkeley,
1975-76.

MBP

=

Mind in: Buddhis·t PsychE:rlo'gy, Emeryville, CA,

Naropa

=

Life and Teachings o:f

PPA

=

Philosophy and Psychology in the Abhidharma,
Delhi, 1974.

PSJZ

=

dPag bSam !Jon bz·ang in· co·11. Works· of
pa mkhan-po,l, New Delhi, 1975,

Roe rich

=

Blue Annals, 2 vols., Calcutta, 1943, 1953.

Saraha

==

:Royal Song of Saraha, Berkeley, 1973.

SBKK

,. . ,

Shes-bya kun-k.hyab .in Kongtrul •·s Encyclopaedia of Indo-Tibetan culture, 1, New Delhi,
1970.

TBWP

=

Tibe'tan Buddhism ·in Western· Persp·ective, ..
Emeryville, CA, 1977.

1975.

N~ropa

, Oxford , 19 7 3 .

Sum-
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ABBREVIATIONS CONT 'D.

TMW'

=

Tr·easures· on ·the Tibe'tan Middl·e Way, Berkeley, 1971 ..

TVL

=

Tatttr·ic View ·o·f .L.ife, Berkeley, 1972.

WYlie

=

·Geography ·of Tibe·t·. acc·o·rdi·ng t·o t·he ·•ozamgling rgyas-bshad, Rome, 1962.

MGB

=

Mkhyen-br.·tse: ··s Guide t·o· the Holy Plac·es of
Centra·l Tibet, Rome, 19 58.
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ADDITI.ONS

P. viii
ILLUSTRATIONS . . . Picture of Bdud in John C.
Huntington, "Iconography of. evil deities- ·from Tibet" in
Perala Ratnam, ed., Studi·e:s· in· Irtdo~Asian· Ar·t· ·&· cul·ture,
Vol. 3, New Delhi: Int'l Academy of. Indian-£ulture, 1974,
pp. 55-76. Picture of Ma-cig as Vajrav:a·r·ahi -is Frontispiece in the second volume of the Than·g·-sto·ng· snyan-rgyud,
see Tibetan Bibliography. All other Figures are in S.F.
Oldenburg, ed., "Pantheon of Three Hundred",· B'ibliotheca
B'uddhica, Vol. 5, 1903 (in Russian).
P. 15
TABLE l . . . Authorities to be included in Bibliography are Blanche Christine Olschak,- -in collaboration with
Geshe Thupten Wangyal, Mys·tic Art· ·of· ·Anci·en·t· Tibet,~ New. 'York:
McGtaw-Hill, 1973- (l!lnqlish translation)-;- Rolf A. Stein, ed.
and transl. , Vie· ·et Cha·n·ts· de· ·' B'ru· ·-: a Kux1-'le· ·s· ·1e· Yo in,
Paris: G. J?. Ma~sonneuve-, 1972; AndreJ. I. VostrJ. ov, transl.
by H.C. Gupta,· Tibet·an. Hi·st·or·ic·al' 'Li·t·er·a·t·u·re, Soviet Indological Series 4 (Moscow, 1962) Calcutta, 1970 .
.

. -·

P. 32
Prototypes o~· Mara . • . Add W. B. Bolle"'e, "A Note
on Evil and its Conquest from Tndra to Buddha," in· L. Lancaster, ed. , · P'r·ajn·a:parami·ta and Rela·t·ed sys:tems·, Berkeley
Buddhist Studies Series 1, Korea: Regents of the Univ. of
Calif I 1977. I'ndra Is slaying of vrtra (Disorder) in-. the ~g
Veda ~nd Prajapati's contest with papma {evil} in the Jaim"i'ya Brahma~a bear on the Buddhist mythos, pp. 371-381.
P. 88
Act 7, note 7 . • . The stage of irreversibility:
"This means they attained the eight bodhisattva stage, cal~ .
led "The Inunovable" . . . and previous to whJ.ch he is liable
to regression, even to forgetting the spirit of enlightenm~nt already conceived in former lifetim~s . . . 11
Robert A.
F. 'Dhurman,· The H'oly Teaching of Vimalakir·ti:· A Mahayana
s·cripture, London: Penn.- State Univ. Press, 1976, p. 118, n.
29.

P. 9 0

. Act .l l , -note 11. • . • . •. The -Oral. cycle ·calls to mind
rnam-bshad gcod-kyi don-gsal-byed,
in ·G'cod-kyi cho·s-sk:or, fols. 10-410, recording Ma-cig 1 s answers to I?UJ?il's. questions-on excursions to the mountains. A
translated fragment, in Ge·sar.,.. 3.,. 1. (Fall 1975) pp. 6-9, corresponds closely with the' Gr·eat· :Tes:t·a:m:e·nt 1 s des·cription of
"the forces of ob~truction.'
Phung~·ea .. ·gzan~skyur~gyi
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ADDITIONS (cont'd)
Int~.oduction • . . "Karmic bonds •
may be dea-c:r:ibed aa spatially ~Cl-. temporally· d:isjointed feedback relati.ons • . • • In modetn. ,.teorts, . we· may perhaps view k'a·rma
as psycho-physical chreods, a term . • • ref·e·rring to "a
canalized trajectory which acts as an at·tractor for nearby
traj ect·ories ~ 1' E. Jantsch, citation in Bibliography, p. 4 7,
n. 6 •
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